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WITH one exception (No. 1) all the patients whose cases
are tabulated in the accompanying schedule sought my advice
for "writer's cramp," or some trouble involving the right
hand. In all of them the condition of the hand completely
overshadowed any other disease, whether general or local,
from which they were at the time suffering.
I have purposely included a few cases of paralysis and
spasm of the hand which are obviously not " writer's cramp,"
because the study of them is calculated to throw some light
upon the main subject. As a matter of fact, it may be
stated that one of the cases of paralysis had been diagnosed
as "writer's cramp," and one of the cases of spasm had been
induced solely by overwriting.
I may begin by stating that these cases do not include a
single example of that form of loss of writing power (agra-
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phia) which is allied to aphasia and is dependent upon
lesions of the left cerebral hemisphere. A patient suffering
from agraphia is unable, apparently from loss of memory, to
portray the forms of the letters by any method, although the
various muscular mechanisms which may be employed for
writing remain unimpaired. The cases forming the subject
of the present paper are all of them examples of failure, from
one cause or another, of one of the muscular mechanisms
which we have educated to perform the function of writing.
In every case the mental potentiality for writing was practi-.
cally perfect.
The cases are arranged in groups, and in discussing them
I shall proceed from the simple to the. complex, beginning
with those which least resemble writer's cramp and finishing
with those which really seem to merit that name.
The first group consists of six cases of paralysis of the
hand, and serves to show to what extent definite nerve lesions
involving the hand may interfere with the power of writing.
No. 1 was a draper, mt. 65, who died in August, 1877, in
University College Hospital from the bursting of a large
right axillo-subelavian aneurism. By its pressure on the
brachial plexus the aneurism had produced a paralysis of
the right hand and arm whicb, at the time of death, was
absolute. The patient stated that his earliest trouble in
connection with his fatal illness was an impairment of writ-
ing power, which he had noticed nine months previously.
He said, "I could only write by using great effort, and then
only illegibly. I was obliged to throw down my pen every half
line, and once after carrying a carpet bag in my right hand,"
which had necessarily increased the pressure on the brachial
plexus, " I was quite incapable of writing at all. One ofmy
greatest difficulties was in crossing t's."
No. 2 had complete paralysis of the extensors of his wrist,
thumb, and fingers, depending on neuritis of his muscuilo-
spiral nerve. He was a banker, and impaired writing power
was the first symptom to attract his attention, but by the
help of an apparatus which kept his wrist extended and
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GROUP I-PARALYTIEC. Six cases.
-.~ ~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~IIt
Chiief symptom.
CoTnpletelossofpowerin
right hand and arm
from the pressure o1
an axillo - subclavian
aneurism.
Loss of power over ex.
tenasor of right wrist
and fingers, c
Wound of median nerve4yer
at wristI
iLoss of power in both
hands; they get
cramped and tired
Ivery soon after writing
Previous
dumation. First symptom.
Gnrl General Nutrition ofIGnrl muscek chielly afectedhealth. nut-rition. limb
9 inns. A dlifficulty in writing Fairly good
18 , A. weaknessofthe thumb Fairly good.
and a difficulty in A histor~of
writing was one of Ihis syphilis
earliest symptoms
4 ea s Loss of sensation over. Very good
med'an region of handiandlossofpowerilush-
ductor, opponens, and
flexor brevis pollicis
on right side
S mos. Had a difficulty in turn. lasd syphilisingbhis latch-key in I8
14 days Numbness of little and! Good
ring fingers of righit
3 mon. Pricking sensation in Not strong.
hand and tremulous Has suffered
handwriting from "1 ner-
vous exhsus-
tion"
ExcellentI
Vr I Very goodl
Good
Fairly good
Which sffected.
Wastin ofIallth Pectoralis major and all
museies very jthe muscles of the arm
marked
IGood exceg&tthe
miuscles
Wasting of ball
ofthumb
Some Wasting
Good, except
ulnar muscles of
right band
Fairly goodI
Extensors of fingers and
'thumb and wristonright
nide,andsome ofthemus-
clesofhballofthumb. The
left side seems impli-
cated also
Abductor, opponens, and
short flexorof thumb on
right side
Short and long flexors of,
both thumbs and abduc-
torn meet marked oni
right sideI
Special muscles.
Para- ps.Wat]glysis. pm.Wsig
Yes
Yes.
Partial
Ulna muacles ot right!Absolute
hand
fnterossei and adductor Yes
pollicis of right hand
No
The
thumb
gets
"locked"
No
Yes
Electric
irritability.
What 1
otherI
Degenerative Comeplrete
recios the rig
No reaction
to any
current
Marked DegenerativeIreactions
markced
Marked
as of fuiictionbhan writing.
loss of power of
t arm
Has a di cuilty in many
acts with the right
The enti4e loss of sensa-
thon givyesa him great
trouble with many
things
delicate acts, such asbuttoni~g Ihis clothes,
Many finesacts are difficult.
Cannot arrange his pen
without the help of his
left hand
A trouble with all fine
work
Occupa- Fissen
tio
aIFrtn. e.
Jul 1877,in niver-
sityColle e
Bsank May, 1877.
manager with Dr.
Reynolds
CtaXtinin Fb. 26th,
'I'y17,with
Mr. B. Hill
June, 1873 Difficulty in writing
June 8th, Loss of power in the
1875 hand
W. F. 40M becturer,
R. witer, and
preacher
Tremor. Neuralgic Fatigue pain.I Nervepain., tenderness.
-. *1 '~ *1- -
No
Yes
Slight
Yes
No
None
No
No
Yes
None
No
No
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Nutrition
change.
Vaso-motortrouble.I
-
~
Loss of
finger-nails
Dn fore and
middle
fiagers, &c.
None, ex-
cept mus-
cular wast-
ing
Affected part
of hand a
dead-white
colour
Over ulnar None but Hand getsbehind the the muneu- chilly
olecranon lar atrophy
Over
orgn ofrdeerbanc of
ular nerve
in the palm
None but Hand is
wasting of slightly
muscle colder than
Iits fellow
Cause.
Aneurism as stated
SY&1:1!'s:? Had a falIoadog-cart and
a good deal of do
mestic trouble
Cut by a pane of glass
Syphiilis
Pressure- on ulnar
nerve while poring.
over a hook and
resting the head 0]the hand and the
elbow on the edge
of a table
A bruise of t-he dee]'branch of the ulnar
nerve from liftitig
furiiiture
Remarks.
The loss of writing power was hiis first symto~ "I couldi
only write with great effort, and onlly ten illeiy
was obliged to throw down my peni every half Ine.' 8 ecial
difficulty in crossing T's. Oiice, after c 'n abagin his
right bauid, found be could not write at,l. symptoms
were due, ino douibt, to pressure on the brach plexus.II Loss of writing power was one of his great diffi ties, and hekd was obliged to write with the belp of a spring aratus to
)- extenid t ie wriat and extend the fingers after exion. No
fibrillary tremor. Decided thickeining of tCl right muns-
culo.spiral nerve could he detected. No history of lead
poisoning.
Is Can only write by watching the pen very int ntly. Holds
his pen between the thiumb and ring fin&,er in whiich
sensation remains.
Th ere lhad been "1 twitcliings " of 'thie legs, Also fibrillary
tremor of deltoid and affected muscles. Thi had all dis-
appeakred in Marchi, 1877, but the hands were no better.
Not being able to flex his thumb be holds hi pn betweenhiis for-efinger asid righat thumb-nail, addutn*te one and
extendinig tbe otlier. Cannot "1 settle"thye between
fingers without lhelp of otlier handkr A clear case of paralysis of the ulnar, with lees of sensation
g in ulnar region. The writing is slowly performed--sodl slowly, that the patient was unable to continue a com-
petitive examination. The letters are tremule us
~e
p Th crc was no paralysis of the muscles of the little finger and
no loss of sensation in little or ring-fiuiger.. The case
g been mistaken for Cruveillhier's atrophy, and but for the
degeiierative react ion of the muscles, its real nature would
not have been suspected. The history of traumatic origin
was not given at first
Treatment.
Rest, iodide, Re. The man was too weakfor surgical interference.Swelling of right wrist.
lodidesi, galvanism.His wrists were swollen, but this dis.
appeared, but reappeared once afteidrinking port wine. Considers himself]decidediy gouty, and has been at Buxton.The thickening of musculo-spinal got
~ iewell.N.In statu gauo.
Iodide of potassium, mercury to salivation.
The waters and baths of Aix la Chapelle,Galvanism.
The general health improved, but the
hands remained in stetu quo. Swellingobserved on back of wrist-joints.
Blisters to nerve-trunk, and tonics inter.
nTIle recovery was complete after some
months.
Rubbin ad nerve tonics.Afavorable prognosis was given. Pa-tient returned on October 12, 1876, withhand quite well. There was still some
weakness, especialyfor prolongedwriting.In 1877 had sciatica witn some wasting o1the calf.
GROUP II.-SPASMODIC. Five cases.
F Young Feb., 1878, Spasm of righit arm 16 years
married sent by Dr.
lady Reynolds
H. L. 36 M School-
master and
timekeeper
M.E. lOF Nil
Nov., 1875,
kindly sent
to meb
Dr.H.Jac
son from
London
Hospital
July, 1877,
sent by Dr.
Reynolds
Student Oct. 6th,
11877
Violentsps ofrgt2 $
arm samorIgt2
Spasm of right foot, and
to a less extent of
right arm
Spasm of both hands,
with special difficulty
in writing
Clerk Jan., 1872, Loss of writing power.
Charing Spasm ofright arm
Cross
Hospital
9"2
Right hemiplegia follow-
sag diphtheria whien
7 years old. Thiswass
followed by spasm
Right hemiplegic attachi186 rmwhichhe
recovered. A difficulty
in writing in 1873
Ap arently a history o1
sihrght hemiplegis
fo owing, a convulsion
when I year old
Con- A twitchin~ of right
genital thlumb in tis cradle
9 yearsiInblttowie "A
paper"li
Fairly good.
Very nervous
and hysteri-
cal
Fairly good
Good
I
Very gaod
Good
Very good
Not good
Wanted
Good
All muscless of forearm, Ofexten-
more or less sors and
supinal-
torn.
Some
shorten-
ing of
flexor
tendons
ADl muscles of right upper Ofexten-iimb sore of
wrist
and fin-
gems
Tibialis anticus and
_pero- Weak-
nel, and muscles of calf. ness of
Flexors of wrist and peroneiinterossei and
tibialis
anticus
Muscles of right and left Of left
arms abductor
minimi
digiti
All muscles of right arm, No
but especially triceps
Or flex-
ors, but
especi-
ally of
tbeflexor
carp!
ulnaris
and
ulnar
muscles
of hand
Of flex-
ors of
wristand
fingers,
of prona-
torn and
internal
rotators
Of gas-
trocne-
mius and
tibialis
posticus,
also of
the flex-
ors of
wristand
inter-
ossei
Of maniy
muscles
of ri ht
arms
Yes
Of ex-
tensors
Of en-
tire right
oam, but
notably
of exten.
sorn
Of left
flexor
brevis
and ab-
ductor
minimi
digiti.
Left arm
issmala-
er than
r' t
.Degenerative,
reaction of
extensors
The aretic
muscese do
not respond
very readily
to faradism
The muscles
of left hand
and arm are
ess irritable
to faradism
,han those of
riglit
lAny attempt to do fine~
work brings on the
spasm, but especially
writing
Constant apasm of right
arm, ndsome uncer-
tainty also in movements
ofright leg
Has -a uilculty in many
acts wihrgtam anid
potably in ringwicli
is a greaefot The
spasm of the foot is
worse thoan that of the
hiand
Is very muclh botlhered by
all fineacts,but infinitely
more by writing than bv
aiiy other. No affection
of speecht
Constant spasm of right
arm during any act, but
much aggravated by at.
teMptS to write
No
Ofbotli ha~nd
and of rightifoot
No No
After writ.-
ing
No
NoneI
I'
INutrition
ot TightIarm is bad
Muscular
atrophy
None
None
None
Tue hemiplegia was
the primne cause.No overwork of any
kind
A. blow on the headproduced right he-
mniplegia. Fromthishe recovered, but
when his trouble
came on he was en-
gagedin almost con-
stant writing
The convulsion when
teething was the
sole cause
A self-indulgent, indolent wonian, very nervous ud. excitable.The apasm seemed to be su~eradded toi th usual hemi.plegic contraction. A little fame in right leg
The nutrition of limb improved under the
galvanic current, and the dimi.-
nished a little. Was benefi by bro-
mide. There being contractio of theflexors forcible extension of them was
employed.
In 1 873 felt a weakness "1 in the back of hiis hand " when The galvanic current was of doubtful servise.
writing, and when he got hold of a pencil "1 he could no let According to patient's account it relievedgo of it again freely." Some grating in wrist.joiint him, and allowed him better sleep.
IH as been tauglht to write withi left hand, which she doesb)ackwards aud (for so young a child) qute quickly. Wlhen
writing witlh right hard has to hold heuri pen between third
and fourth fingers
Congenital 'In telligence perfect. No spasm of facial muscles. There is1
spasm of muscles of riglht arm and shoulder, induced1,Ibelieve, by the strongefforts to control the hiandl for writing.
The spasm on left aide is ent-irely. limited to the hand.There is impaired seinsation over region of left ulnar nerve.
There are associated ntiovements of left hand while usin"
right. Is worse in the presence of othiers. The right hangis quiet wlien fully adducted and pronated, and arm straight.When abducted and with elbow flexed it begins to jerk.
Has apex systolic bruit
Excessive overwork at This case is reported in the I Practitioner,' 1878, and in the
writing author's I Text-book of Electricity.' There vas no implies-tion of right leg, but his right arm was a rea nuisance tehim by reason of the incessant spasm
Only seen once.
Toemploy rhythmical exercise and gal.vanism, and to use a Remington type-
writer.
Improved very remarkably.(See details in text.)
The galvanic current and rhythmical exercise
of the affected muscles produced a most
striking amelioration of his condition.
IGROOUP III.-DxGEwxia,Tmv. Nine cases.
B. M. 58 M Merchiant May WMr, difficulty of writing5 2 or h rt
C. (retired) 1877, sent and theso of walking years ade
by Dr. iRH
Reynoldshad(
M. B. 1551F I1IndegTd-
envtC.
'IClergyman
June 16th,
1877, sent
by Dr.
ltynolds
April 24th,
1873
IA difficulty in writinog
Inde- Oct. 21st,
pendent 1874, sent
gentleman by Dr.
Wilson Fox
.Professor Jul 28th,
of lan. 18 6, sent'
guages by Mr.
Bellamy
.iClergyman
I year
21 years
1 year
13 yearsn
7
20 )
I6 1
Pain and loss of power
to write and WOrk With
right hand
1 2
T e wri ing was slow
n cramped, and a
difficultyiniigettingthe
hand across the paper
Writing slow, stiff, and
tremulous
A. feeHingof cramp,which
made writing irksomei
Good
Fair.
Good
Fair
Good
Want of freedom with Good. Slight- IGoodwith
the pen Ily gousty Iexceptioni
Great slowness in]
writing. The charac.
tern have got smaller
Unsteadiness. Was oh-
liged topressntheright
hand with the left
"Spasmodic actionof the
hand while writing"1
Writing was shaky and
tremulous
Pain in wrist after a
long day's work with
big scissors. Thought
she had sprained her
wrist
Thoughtshaehadstrained
her wr'i b! moving a
heavywardobe
Debilitated
Has certain
but very
alight syin-
Dom f a
type. A
wearineas of
right lag, a,
very slightdrooping of
right side of
miouth, a pro.
trmsion of
tongueslight-
ly to right,
and a certai
amount of
slowness in
articulating
Fair. Hasa
stricture
Fair
Bad. Has led
a life of II agi-
tation " as a
down.
Dyspeptic
lias been
weak for 9
years. Is
ansemic
DebilitatedI
and ansemic
Fair
Fairly good~
"3 Pectoralismajor, trapezius
onright side, he.
Good
Fair
Right interosasi
others
and
lst and 2nd right dorsal
interossei
lst and 2nd right dorsal
laterosseous, right tra-
peziun, right erector
spimsa
kesele of right upper
limb
Of righit aide of body
Flexor longus pollicis, &c.
Ist right dorsal inter-
osseous and flexors and
extensors of hand gene-
Muse?es of left hand
Weak-
ness
Weak
Very
slightly
paretic
Weak-
ness
Fairly good INoobjectivemusele changel - -
Possibly
of right
trape-
RLight
shoulder
is lower
~than left
Diminished
notably in
right pecto-
rismajor,
right latiassi-
inns dorsi,
ossel, normal
in flexors and
extensors
None Marklusedly
Evident Diminished
Normal
Diminished
Marked
Cannot put Ihis hiand into~ Marked of
the breast-pocket of Ihis right hand
coat nor tie his necktie
without iinducing muchi
tremor. Walks slowly
and stifflyI
hlas a difficulty ii movingithe hand across the
paper. There is occa-
sional tremor of right
thigh
Some difficulty in button-Iing Ihis coat
Marked of
right hand.
Fibrillar'ytremor of
initerossei
Marked of
right hand
Cannot deal cards, button Fibrillaryhis clothes, or shave tremor of
with ease interossei
Faradisation
causes pain
None None
Of right
median
and ulnar
None
OletlgIO frgtarml Of nervesandhipftnd leer of rihtlaftr exercisel0 anrgm
Slgta Excessive
1wemarkedl after work
, nright arm inright armn
None but
the wast-
ing of
muscle
Fingers of
right hand
are glazy
INails are
thin and
dimpled
A cr?p of
limited to
the right
arm, ap-
peared in
November,
1875
NoneI
Right hand
gets cold,
"1 especially
after
writing"
Righit hand
and foot
both colder
than left
The arm
easily "1 dies
away " and
gets mottled
11as worked lhard at
business
[Has never written
much
Excessive writing,
history of many
falls anid blows.- Hastriedhbis hand rather
writing. Was
ways clumsy with
his hands
Has written very hard.
The cause here is
central
Used to write a
deal at one tie
Was very eneregetc
and philanthropic,
working immenselylhard among the
_H -h ad
good deal oh trouble
1:1as not written very
hard. Was always
clumsy with his
hiands
Ve-ry doubtful. Has
always had a trouble
in writing
Overwork in various
ways
Excessive work with
the needle com-
bined with domestic
trouble. Often
worked "1 nearly all
night"
Strain in moving a
wardrobe
It was very inoticeable that the tremor was muchi increased
whien the pectoralis nmajor or latissimus dorsi were in action.Gaping or yawning increase Ihis tremor. Tested with dyna-
mometer, the grasp of riglit liand = 65, of left 55. Thepectorahiv uiajor canr be feltquivering wh'ile in action. Thetremor is most marked during the execution of delicate
acts witlh the hand, and with the arm in certain positions.Some gouty symptoms
Hasa rlheumatic wout. Finger-joints are swollen. Distinctgrating of rigigt shoulder-joint. Hypemsthesia of righit
arm. A feeling of " contraction" in the front of the elbow
in the morning. A constant desire to shift position in bed
H as suffered with cramp-like contraction of right big toe.
The tremor was not a noticeable feature until two ears
after the writing difficuilty. His writing has got gralual
smaller. The up-strokes are all made by a movement ofthe wrist. Pen very tightly grasped
T his is a case of unilateral muscular atrophy. The tre'mor ofthe interossei is much influenced by his general condition.There is a deposit of uric acid in the muine, and the fibrillarytremor seems to depend on the amoumt of this to some
extent
Has had numbness of right arm and leg. Had an aphasic
attack about a year ago, and has suffered in the same way
since. Is easily moved to tears. Optic discs hiealthy. Is
very drowsy
Has occasional "1 shocks " in the limbs, but no other stmie
symptom. There is an occasional ammoniacal conditioii
of urine. Has had " rheumatism "1 of both knees and right
wrist. No cardiac murmur. It is a question whether the
lesion here is purely cerebral or' whether the cord isinv'olved as well. This ease bad been diagnosed someyer
reviously as "writert -craarnp"1 Holds a,lolie right arm feels " uncomfortable " at night, mid ith-ere is
a constant desire to shift its position
Hydropat~ in Florence, Paris, and Eng-
lqard. am'CU"ine byCarcot. Brown-
Results doubtful.
Eetiiy
To go to Buxton. Electricity caused pain.
Friction of arm with belladonna linimient.
ntwith diminution
reatment for his goat : Strict diet, gal-
vanism.
The writing is no better, but up to
gresent time (October, 1877) there has
ceen no increase of the atrophy.
(See details of case given in text.)
Iodide of potassium and iron.
loocal vapour baths for the,arm and leg;,
friction, rest, &c.
Some alight and temporary improve-
ment.
hlas rheumatic pains occasionally. Patient says, "1My friends
call it writer's cramp, but it is clearly not thiat."
Rest ; bromide, gentian, and soda ; gal-
vanism.
His improvement was very marked.
Absolute rest ; iron, bromides, arsenic,quiinine, strychnine, belladonna (internally
and externally), were productive of nogood. Faradaism caused pain and madeher wo e. Galvanism and rhythmical
exercises caused some alleviation. Blis-
ters to the nerves and iodides internally
were yroductive of marked good, but
when last seen in June, 1876, an attempt
to return to work had brought back all
the symptoms.
Rest, rubbing, douches, blisters rouind
wrist-joinst, iodinie paint, were of no
service. Improved with belladonna lini
ment and the galvanic current, and after
a fortnight's treatment wrote S sheets of
note-paper anid did sewing.
6 Name. .J~Is
III G. E.I Draper
I1Coachman
C. G.
M.
A. C.
C. P.
J.1B.
Mar. 2nd,
1877, sent
b4~Mr. P.
hbornton
4
Clerk in
Civil
Service
61
7 E. S. 123
8!
101
S.
A. L.
G. G.III
121
141
~19
B. L.
S. C..f
Mrs.A.
M. L.I
C. H.
20
1-..i 1..! 1-
K
r
f
f
L
I-
1-
3e
St
p-
1.
Y.
a.
L.
Of
ki
to
As
9 ;
le-
d-
ie,
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no
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:ai
is-
ly
ut
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LI]
iid
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11-
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2
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33
M
22 3p
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forcibly extended his fingers after flexion, he was enabled to
continue writing.
No. 3 had a lesion of the median nerve at the wrist. He
wrote with difficulty, and was obliged to watch his pen very
narrowly because of the absence of sensation in the thumb
and forefinger.
No. 4 had the same motor paralysis as No. 3, with the
addition of paralysis of the flexor longus pollicis. He had
no sensory paralysis. Being wholly unable to flex his thumb
he held his pen by extending his thumb against the index
finger. His writiing was slowly produced, but not objectively
changed.
Nos. 5 and 6 were cases of ulnar paralysis, No. 5 of the
entire nerve below the elbow, No. 6 of the deep palmar
branch only. The ulnar nerve supplies thirteen and a half of
the eighteen intrinsic muscles of the hand, and its integrity is
very necessary, more necessary than that of any other nerve
of the hand, for all delicate manipulation, especially writing.
Neither of these patients were able to arrange the pen
between the fingers without the help of the left hand, the
interossei being paralysed. The writing was slowly pro-
duced and tremulous, so that No. S had to retire from a
competitive examination in which he was engaged. No. 6
presented features of interest which make it worthy of being
given in detail.
The Rev. Mr. R- consulted me in June, 1875, for im-
paired writing power. He was a public preacher and lec-
turer, and had previously suffered from nervous exhaustion.
Three months ago he had been disturbed at night by a prick-
ing sensation in the hand, and the next morning he wrote
with great difficulty. At the time of his visit there was no
loss of sensation in the hand, and the muscles of the little
finger were acting healthily. There was wasting and
paralysis of the interossei and abductor pollicis, and there
was characteristic clawing of the fingers. A diagnosis of
Cruveilhier's atrophy had been previously made, but the fact
that the atrophied muscles all gave the so-called degenerative
reactions when tested with electricity made it more probable
VOL. LXI. 8
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that definite nerve lesion was the cause of the trouble. This
supposition was confirmed by the discovery of a tender point
in the palm near the base of the fifth metacarpal bone, and
the eliciting of a history of a bruise at this spot, sustained
while moviiig furniture. The patient completely recovered,
but the act of writing is still an effort. He has since
suffered from sciatica with consequent wasting of the calf.
The second group consists of five cases of obvious spasm
affecting the right hand and arm. In three of these cases there
had been a previous attack of hemiplegia, one was congenital,
and one appeared to have been developed by excessive
writing, and to have originated as writer's cramp.
No. 7 was a young married lady, Eet. 23, who had been
troubled with spasm of the right hand since the age of
seven, when she had had an attack of hemiplegia following
diphtheria. There was marked contraction of the flexors in
the right forearm, and obvious wasting of the extensors.
These latter manifested a diminished irritability to faradism.
The spasm was entirely in the direction of flexion, and was
most marked in the ulnar muscles. The spasm was aggra-
vated when the hand was called upon to perform delicate
acts, and especially in the presenice of others. The proximal
phalanges were flexed, and the distal extended by an inter-
osseal spasm, and the wrist forcibly flexed towards the ulnar
side. At tiunes the thumb was drawn inwvards till its tip
appeared between the index and middle fingers.
No. 8 was exhibited to this Society by Dr. Hughlings
Jackson, on November 9th, 1875, and it is by Dr. Jackson's
courtesy that I have been enabled to make observations upon
it. In 1866 this patienit suffered from right hemiplegia,
the result of a blow on the head. He completely recovered
and followed the occupation of a time-keeper, writing the
record of the attendances of workmen in a book. In 1873
he had a trouble with his pen, and says, " When I got hold
of a.pen I could not let go of it again; I thought it was
cramp." In 1874 genuine spasm commenced, and by the
beginning of 1876 it was so violent that he was obliged to
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lie upon the arm at night to keep it quiet. The right arm
measured round the biceps aii inch and a half less than the
left. There was marked wasting of the extensors on the back
of the forearm, which gave the degenerative reactions when
tested with electricity. ffe was utterly unable to extend the
right wrist, or fingers, or to supinate the hand, and there was
diminished sensibility in the region supplied by the radial
nerve. On forcibly extending the wrist joint, some grating
was audible in it. The spasm was all in the direction of
flexion and pronation, and the limb was never at rest unitil
the extreme of movement in these directions had been
reached-until, in point of fact, those muscles which were
the seat of spasm could contract no longer.
No. 9 was the case of a little girl, set. 10, who had spasm
of the right leg, chiefly, and to a less extent of the right
arm. This conditioni had followed a convulsion when she
was a year old. There was diminished irritability and
wasting of the tibialis anticus and peronei muscles, and the
spasm was most noticeable in the muscles of the calf and the
tibialis posticus. The spasm of the hand is chiefly of the
interossei. Writing was a very difficult matter, and she
preferred to use the left hand, and wrote backwards. The
intelligence was perfect.
No. 10 was a university student, ofhigh intelligence, tet. 23,
who had been troubled from birth with slowv spasmodic move-
ments in both hands, but especially of the left thumb. The
left arm was decidedly the smaller of the two, and its muscles
were all less irritable to faradism than those of the right.
There was marked wasting of the muscles of the left littlefinger,
and impaired sensation in the reiion of the hand supplied by
the left ulnar nerve. Writing was a serious trouble to him,
and demanded an immense mental effort. The spasm of the
right side had lately extended its area, and occasionally
affected some of the muscles as high as the shoulder.
This extensioin had been induced by his increased efforts to
write while preparing for his examinationis. All attempts
to write produced the extreme state of spasm in the right arm.
There had been no extension of the spasm on the left side.
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Case 11 was reported at length in the 'Practitioner' for
1873. It was a case of violent spasm of the right arm,
which had commenced as ordinary writer's cramp while the
patient was working inordinately hard as a writing clerk.
The irritability of the muscles was not tested, since at that
time I did not appreciate the importance of doing so.
It is a noteworthy fact that in four of these cases of spasm
there were observed groups of muscles which were especially
weak or paralysed, and in three out of the four the spas-
modic movement was in that direction, which the especially
weakened muscles could not oppose. In the three hemi-
plegic cases, in addition to the primary cause of the
hemiplegia, there was a secondary paralysing lesion, either
in the cord or nerve trunk, affecting a smaller group of
muscles, so that we were confronted, as it were, by a
paralysis within a paralysis. Now, if this secondary
paralysis be not a prime factor in the causation of the
spasmodic movement, it is, at least, highly probable that it
determines the direction of the spasm. Although it is
commonly received that such spasms are due to disturbance
of the grey cerebral matter, it is as well to look also at the
peripheral aspects of the question. Provided a nervous
impulse issuing from the brain be distributed in a limb to
equally irritable muscles, which mutually antagonise each
other, it is difficult to conceive that spasm of definite form
should be produced, but should the equilibrium of antagoni-
sation be destroyed by a secondary lesion, the production of a
definite spasm is easily conceivable, especially when voluntary
control is lessened by a lesion of the central ganglia.
A consideration of the peripheral condition of the limb
becomes more important when we remember that in some
cases of localised spasm there has been no evidence of
central change (as in Case 11). It is not very hard to sup-
pose that a normal nervous impulse may produce spasm
instead of orderly movement in a limb which is exceptionally
circumstanced. It is theoretically possible that the action
of a disordered centre on a healthy periphera, and the
reaction of a disordered periphera to a healthy centre, may
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be identical in their results. Although the light which has
of late been thrown on the action of the nerve centres has
been very great, we must not, on that account, neglect to
bestow proper attention upon peripheral conditions.
With regard to localised spasm it has been generally
observed that the spasm is increased, 1, by any attempt to
perform delicate actions, 2, by fatigue.
If the patient persist in performing any delicate act, such
as writing, the spasm may be permanently increased, as was
the case with Nos. 10 and 11. In cases of localised spasm
the performance of a delicate act demands a great effort for
the restraining of spasmodic movement and the steadying of
the necessary muscles. This has the effect of fatiguing
sundry other muscles which, in their turn, take on a spas-
modic action. Thus there may be added to the primary
spasm a secondaxy spasm due mainly to fatigue, and this
secondary spasm is far more amenable to treatment than
the primary. This fact was evident in Cases 10 and 11.
Case 11, which commenced as pure writer's cramp brought
on by fatigue, would lead one to suspect that sometimes
fatigue alone is a sufficient cause for the production of
extensive localised spasm.
The third group, consisting of nine cases, may be called
the degenerative group, because there is good reason to sup-
pose that in each case the impaired writing power was but
the first symptom of degenerative change. Of these patients
seven were males and two females. Their ages varied be-
tween forty-seven and fifty-nine, and the sole reason for
seeking advice was, with each, impairment of writing power.
The seven males included three clergymen, a journalist, a
merchant, a teacher of languages, and a gentleman of
fortune. Of the two ladies, one was a hard working philan-
thropist and the other was suffering from arthritis defor-
mans. Tremor was a marked symptom in all these cases,
of both hands in two, of one hand in five, while the
remaining two had fibrillary tremor of some of the inter-
ossei muscles, two had diminished irritability of the inter-
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ossei without tremor. Five had symptoms referable to the
right leg as well as the arm. Nos. 16 and 17 presented
distinct evidence of slight cerebral lesion. No. 15 was dis-
tinctly gouty. No. 12 less positively so. No. 13 had
arthritis deformans, and Nos. 17, 18, and 20 have all suf-
fered from " rheumatism " in some form.
No. 15 may be taken as a typical example of this group.
A gentleman, set. 54, devoted to field sports of evervkind,
found towards the end of 1873 a little difficulty in writing,
the characters becoming tremulous and illegible. He had
been in the habit of occasionally writing for two or three
hours at a stretch in his various account books, game
books, &c., which it was his pride to keep neatly, and
his inability to continue doing so was no small annoyance
to him. His writing trouble continuing, he sought my
advice in October, 1874. At this time his loss of writing
power was his only trouble. His general health was and
always had been excellent, and he was able to pursue his
various amusements as ardently as ever. In his youth he
had had a good many knocks and tumbles, had broken his
nose and collar bone, had dislocated his left shoulder and
had loosened his left sacro-iliac articulation by a fall out
hunting. He had had also a mild attack of bronchitis, and
an occasional deposit of uric acid in the urine, with pain,
apparently gouty, in the damaged sacro-iliac joint. On
the occasion of his first visit, there was, luckily, noticeable
a slight fibrillary tremor of his first and second right dorsal.
interossei muscles, and on stripping him the trapezius and
the erector spinae on the right side were distinctly smaller
than their fellows on the left. These points were all con-
firmed in consultation with Sir William Jenner and Dr.
Wilson Fox. There was occasionally an intermission of the
pulse, and the patient had a habit of now and then sighing
deeply. I am informed that this patient has never been
clever with his hands in matters requiring delicacy of mani-
pulation, and that, as a card player, he was always known
to be a slow and clumsy dealer. I have had ample opportu-
nity of closely observing this case. At the present time
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his muscular nutrition and his writing power which have
varied from time to time are practically in statu quo. The
condition of the muscles seems to vary with that of the
urine, and when the latter is loaded with lithates and uric
acid the fibrillary tremor of the interossei is generally
noticeable, and the right erector spinae and trapezius feel
softer and more flaccid than at other times. There has
been frequently a long interval when no fibrillary tremor
was to be seen in the interossei. At first the irritability of
these muscles both to faradism and galvanism was much
diminished, but at present it is normal. Had this patient
been, first seen at a time when neither the diminished irrita-
bility nor the fibrillary tremor could have furnished a clue,
the cause of his loss of writing power would have been a
great puzzle. He has used the galvanic current to his
wasted muscles with undoubted benefit.
With regard to No. 12 it may be well to direct especial
attention to the fact that the tremor of his right arm was
much increased by putting his pectoralis major or latissimus
dorsi into action, as in attempting to reach the left hand
breast pocket or the left hand tail pocket of his coat. The
two muscles named manifested a decreased irritability to
electricity and could be felt to tremble while in action.
This fact of tremor being especially produced by certain
acts or by putting certain muscles into action, is one which
I have observed several times, and is not without its bear-
ing upon the phenomena of writer's cramp (see Case 55).
Thefourth group, which I propose to call the neuritic or
neuralgic group, includes nineteen cases, all of which pre-
sent characteristic and well-marked symptoms. Loss of
writing power, or of some closely allied function, such as
sewing (21, 22), painting (24), or organ playing (23), was
in each case the cause of seeking advice. This group in-
cludes twelve females and five males, and the ages range
between twenty-six and forty-eight. The cause in five cases
was excessive work with the hand at writing or sewing (21,
23, 26, 27, 29); in eight cases there was a history of previous
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strain or injury (22, 25, 30,31, 34, 35, 38, 39); in five cases
mental worry and great general fatigue had been added to
local fatigue (21, 23, 24, 31, 32); in one case a difficulty in
writing had existed from youth, and in one other the condi-
tion was said to be hereditary.
In eighteen of these cases the trouble was strictly limited
to the right arm, while in the nineteenth both arms were
affected by playing on a stiff-keyed church organ. Many
other functions besides writing were impaired in every case,
and, as a rule, the power of the arm for performing all acts,
whether coarse or fine, was more or less impaired. Tremor
was present in nine cases (especially 38); in nine cases there
was tenderness of one or more of the cords of the brachial
plexus, and in sixteen there was either neuralgic pain or
fatigue pain after any attempt to use the arm.
In six cases there was vaso-motor disturbance in the arm.
In three there was a complicating nutrition change (21 a
crop of boils on the right arm, 23 herpes zoster of the right
side, 25 paralysis of the right serratus magnus). Many of
these patients complained of a " queer feeling " in the arm,
especially at night, a constant desire to shift its position,
and an impossibility of making it comfortable in bed. Five
of these patients were debilitated at the time of the onset of
the symptoms, two were pregnant, and three were gouty.
It is highly probable that we have to deal, in this group,
with a mild form of neuritis, or at least some vaso-motor
irritability, involving one or more of the nerves of the
affected limb. Many of the cases very closely resemble
some of those in the next group, and they are only separated
from them because-
1. The symptoms involve a wider area.
2. They have been in some cases produced without exces-
sive exercise of any function.
3. Nerve tenderness or neuralgia was a prominent sym-
ptom.
The following case may be taken as typical of this group,
and it is selected because it presents many of the features of
true writer's cramp.
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Miss E. T-, an artist, painting on porcelain, w. s sent to
me in May, 1874, by Mr. Christopher Heath.* She was
slightly debilitated at the time, but had enjoyed fairly good
health. She had dislocated her left hip when seven years
old, and was accustomed to walk with a crutcb-headed stick
in her right band, upon which she pressed rather heavily.
Had been studying painting for five years.
Four months previously the death of her father had caused
her much hard work and anxiety, and for eleven nights
before his death she had got no regular rest. It was at this
time she first noticed that the hand became numbed and
cramped, especially at night.
In March, 1874, she obtained regular employment as a
porcelain painter, and worked at her art for eight and a half
hours daily. She had followed this employment scarcely
for a month when one day her hand became cramped and
painful, "the thumb being set fast." From this time her
condition got gradually worse, and she found herself obliged
to grasp her brush very tightly to prevent it from shaking.
On examination there was found well-marked tenderness of
the musculo-spiral nerve at the external humeral point, and
a condition of hyperaesthesia in the region supplied by the
radial nerve, with a particularly painful spot over the carpo-
metacarpal joint of the thumb in the depression between the
extensor tendons. She said she "could not bear to have
the dress even touch the back of the wrist and hand." Exten-
sion of the thumb was painful, and he said it ""gets drawn
back and locked, and then snaps." Forcible fiexion of the
thumb also caused pain, apparently by putting the extensor
tendons on the stretch, the pain being referred to the point
where these pass over the end of the radius. There was a
difficulty in supinating the hand. The radial nerve and the
extensor muscles were very sensitive to electricity, and
appeared to be in a state of exalted irritability, but the pain
of the application prevented a thorough examination of them.
The right thumb-nail was furrowed. There was no obvious
vaso-motor change. With regard to the particular implica-
tion of the extensor muscles and the radial nerve in this case,
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it may be remarked that painting on porcelain necessitates a
great extension of the wrist owing to the object being held
nearly vertical. By the end of 1874 this patient was appa-
rently well, when the shock and loss of rest caused by the
sudden death of her brother re-induced all her old sym-
ptoms. At this time there was tremor of the arm and ten-
derness of all the nerve trunks. Her treatment consisted of
rest, counter-irritation over the painful nerve-trunks, with
bromide and iron internally. In July, 1877, she wrote, " I
am glad to tell you that my arm is quite useful again, I
only feel pain or numbness when I am overtired or anxious."
This is a typical case as regards cause, symptoms, and
course, and I think it would be allowed that the occurrence
of spasm in the extensors of the thumb, the pain and ten-
derness along the course of the musculo-spiral and radial
nerves, the hyperesthesia on the back of the hand, and the
grooving of the right thumb-nail, all point to mild neuritis
as the probable cause of the trouble.
The fifth group is separated by no hard and fast line from
the preceding, many of the cases in each group resembling
each other very closely. It is the group of true "writer's
cramp," and includes thirty-two cases, all males, twenty-four
of whom were clerks and professional scriveners, who had
brouight on their troubles by overwork at their profession.
Their ages ranged between 16 and 48, thus:
Under 20 . . . . 1 case.
Between 20 and 30 . . . 8 cases.
,, 30 and40 . . . 16 ,
Over40 . . . . 7
The general health of these patients was good, with the
exception of 44, who had a mitral murmur and an occasional
cough, 47, who had a cough, 61, who had " weak nerves,"
and 69, who had had sunstroke in India.
It is in this class that one has had to search most closely
for peripheral evidence of mischief, and the chief evidence
afforded has been that of excessive or defective irritability,
as tested by faradism, of some of the muscles used for
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writing. This altered irritability of muscles in writer's
cramp has been noticed by other observers, among whom
are Zuradelli in Italy, Erb in Germany, and Gowers in this
country. Evidence of muscular derangement is sometimes
afforded also by the presence of fibrillary tremor after or inde-
pendent of movement, even when no change of irritability is
observable. In many cases more than one muscle which is
indispensable for writing was .found involved, and taking the
whole of Class 5 we find a special derangement
Of the interossei . . . 18 times.
Of extensors of thumb . . . 10
Of flexor brevis pollicis . . . 7 ,,
Of abductor pollicis . . . 7 ,,
Of flexor longus pollicis . . . 4
Of adductor pollicis . . . 3
Of opponens pollicis . . . 2
All the muscles of the forearm were found more or less
involved on two occasions.
On examining the evidence of special muscular derange-
ment afforded by all the seventy-five cases of impaired
writing power with which we are dealing, it is found that-
The interossei were especially involved . 32 times.
Extensors of thumb . . . 16 ,,
All the muscles of forearm, more or less . 15 ,,
Flexor brevis pollicis . . . 15
Abductor pollicis . . . 11 ,,
Flexor longus pollicis . . . 7 ,,
Adductor pollicis . . . 5
Muscles of little finger . . . 3 ,,
Deltoid . . . . 2 ,,
Supinator brevis . . . . 1
In every case of impaired writing power which I have seen,
there has been evidence, more or less marked, of derangement
of one or more of the muscles usedfor writing.
I have elsewhere (' Text Book of Electricity,' p. 189)
attempted to analyse the act of writing, and have shown
that for perfect writing a large number of muscles is em-
ployed. Of these muscles some are used for the prehension
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and steadying, and others for the moving of the pen; to the
former class belong especially the interossei, the abductor and
opponens pollicis, the flexor brevis pollicis, the extensor primi
internodii (which maintains the necessary phalangeal angle),
and the supinators of the hand which serve to poise it in its
necessary position (especially, probably, the supinator longus).
The stroke-making muscles are mainly the flexor longus
pollicis, the extensor secundi internodii, the extensor indicis,
and possibly the first and second interossei also, but whether
a muscle can at the same time bold a point steady and pro-
duce movement round it, is a physiological question which,
as far as I know, has not yet been answered.
The muscles whose healthy action is most necessary for
perfect writing are those of prehension and steadying, and it
will be seen that one or other of these muscles was involved
forty-two times out of a total of fifty-one instances of muscu-
lar involvement in Group 5; and if we take the whole of the
seventy-five cases (excluding fifteen, in all of which all the
muscles of the arm were involved) we shall find that these
muscles were implicated seventy-four times out of a total of
ninety-five instances of special muscular derangement.
It is not contended that all muscles except those the irri-
tability of which was altered were bealthy. The test of
faradism enables us to detect, probably, the chief defaulters
only, while those muscles whose perverted nutrition is not so
far advanced escape detection.
It is necessary, perhaps, to say a few additional words as
to the evidence of muscular derangement afforded by different
cases.
1. It will be often observed that the patient has altered
his method of pen prehension, and although he cannot write
with his pen in one position, he can do so tolerably well by
holding his pen in some manner more or less grotesque.
This is one of the earliest symptoms of writers cramp, and
points to the fact that one or more of what may be called
the normal muscles of pen-prehension is incapable of doing its
work efficiently. Plate XI, fig. 1 (Case 19), shows the method
adopted by a patient whose first right dorsal interosseus
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was the seat of fibrillary tremor, and who was unable to keep
his forefinger on his pen.
If the pen is grasped very tightly, as usually is the case,
we may suppose that the office which should be performed
by small muscles, such as the flexor brevis pollicis, and the
first dorsal interosseus, has devolved upon larger muscles,
such as the flexor longus pollicis, and the deep flexor of the
fingers, which are less adapted for delicate accommodation.
If the forefinger rise off the pen or slip up the penholder
during writing, it is by reason of the failure of the first
dorsal interosseus. The "giving in" of the phalangeal
angle of the thumb points to a derangement of the extensor
primi internodii.
A very common early symptom of writer's cramp is an
inability to keep the hand upon the paper. The hand fails
to accommodate itself to the surface to be written on, and
oscillates to and fro in a very characteristic manner. This
phenomenon, which has long been a puzzle to me, is due, I
believe, to a failure of the supinator longus to steadily
maintain that degree of contraction which is necessary for
keeping the hand in the semi-prone position. Directly this
degree of contraction is exceeded, flexion of the elbow
results, the action of the supinator longus being to commence
the act of supination, and then to flex the elbow. This
unsteady action of the supinator longus illustrates what I
have often noticed, viz. that given any cause for unsteady
action in a muscle, that unsteady action will be most
manifest in conditions of semi-contraction, and least manifest
when the muscle is either contracted to the full or passively
stretched by the powerful action of its antagonists.
2. Evidence of muscular derangement is afforded by
inquiring into the other acts besides writing which are
interfered with. If a muscle be really deranged it will
show its incapacity for work whenever called upon. This is
very true, but, nevertheless, great caution is necessary 'in
investigating this point. First, it is evident that there are
two kinds of muscular action, rapid action and prolonged
action. A muscle may exhibit great force or great staying
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power. Thus we frequently see that a drunkard who has
almost strength enough in his arm to fell an ox has not suffi-
cient steadiness to shave himself. In writer's cramp it is the
staying and the steadying power rather than the power of
rapid and forcible action which is at fault. The conclusion
that "the patient can do everything but write " is often rather
hastily drawn from the fact, for example, that he can cut his
dinner or play the piano without difficulty. A little con-
sideration will show how widely these acts differ from
writing. A dinner-knife is held by flexing the ring and little
fingers into the palm, and the first dorsal interosseus if used
at all is only called upon for a momentary contraction when
the food is being cut. Again, the positions of the hand in
writing and piano playing are quite different. The strain in
piano playing falls upon the extensors of the wrist and fingers
and the flexors of the elbows, and it is evident that the
momentary contraction necessary for striking the key could
be effected by a muscle which might not be able to steady a
pen.
A patient will often assert that he has no trouble except
with writing, because any other trouble he may have is
insignificant in the annoyance which it causes him. Diligent
search must be made for signs of muscular impotence by
investigating those acts which necessitate a steady and pro-
longed contraction of the muscles or group of muscles which
we suppose to be deranged. Thus, No. 60 had a difficulty
in moving the regulator of his watch with the point of a
penknife. No. 50 at first denied any trouble except in
writing, but subsequently admitted that in holding a tea-
spoon he found that his forefinger slipped up the handle, and
that in his business (banking) be found great difficulty in
pinning together the two halves of a bank note. These two
facts, his mode of failure in writing, and the test of faradism,
all pointed to derangement of the first right dorsal inter-
osseus. No. 53, who had lessened irritability in the flexor
brevis and adductor pollicis, had a difficulty in holding a
coin between the thumb and the forefinger, or between the
thumb and the head of the fifth metacarpal bone.
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If a patient be asked simply to move the interossei or
other affected muscles, the ease, freedom, and thoroughness
with which he does so is often in striking contrast on the
two sides. There is usually no difficulty in discovering
some muscular movement other than writing which is
impaired.
A patient may be almost absolutely incapable of using a
pen, but may be able to write tolerably well with a peiicil.
There are several reasons for this: (a) it is possible to bear
some weight on the point of a pencil, which may be thus
made to serve the same purpose to a sufferer from writer's
cramp that a staff does to a cripple. (b) The method of
holding pencil and pen (especially if the pencil be a short
one) is often very different. (c) The point of a pencil never
hitches in the paper. No. 69, who had great irritability of
the flexor longus pollicis, found that owing to the spasmodic
contraction of that muscle, the pen rotated and the edge of
the nib hitched in the paper. With a pencil this rotation
did not signify. (d) With a pencil there is not the constant
fear of blotting and spoiling the manuscript that there is with
a pen, and the serivener is consequently more at his ease.
There are certain. differences too between drawing and
writing. In drawing the action of the pencil is more
momentary, and there is not the same necessity for con-
tinued steadiness. The slope of the desk is often different
for the two actions, and this causes a difference in the tension
of the extensors and the supitiator longus. No. 35 asserted
that he could sketch without difficulty; a close inspection of
the lines which he made with a pencil showed, however, that
these were nearly as tremulous as those of his writing; this
fact illustrates the importance of always confirming the
statements of a patient.
3. The occurrence of associated or consentaneous move-
ments, such as movements of the left fingers while the right
hand is writing, may always be taken as evidence of muscular
weakness. They only occur during the performance of that
act which the patient finds difficult.
4. Depressed or exalted irritability is certainlly a sign of
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muscular derangement. It was observed in all but four of
the cases in Group 5. The method of testing pursued was
that recommended in my text-book of electricity, and I have
no doubt as to the accuracy of the observations, since most
of them were repeated and confirmed. The altered irrita-
bility of muscles in writer's cramp being an undoubted fact,
it is of the greatest importance to determine what patho-
logical changes may give rise to this altered irritability. In
paralysis from cerebral lesions the irritability as a rule
remains unaltered, but is, exceptionally, slightly increased or
diminished. In Group 3 (the degenerative group) diminished
muscular irritability was noted five times, and in each of
these cases there was reason to suspect sclerosis of the cord.
The diminished irritability was most marked, however, in
muscles which had been overworked. In locomotor ataxy I
have seen the irritability of muscles both diminished and
increased. Dr. Gowers has noticed an increase of irritability
in chorea. In this disease many muscles are presumably
overworked. In Case 73, where impaired writing power was
the first symptom of general paralysis, certain of the muscles
of the thumb showed great exaltation of irritability, but the
muscles had certainly been overworked. In Case 60 was
found an increased irritability of the first dorsal interosseus,
apparently dependent on a swollen condition of the ulnar
nerve. Lastly, diminution of the irritability may be quickly
and certainly produced by a prolonged faradisation of a
muscle. This is an experiment which any one may try
upon himself. Thus we see that alterations of irritability
accompany many conditions both central and peripheral.
There is no necessity for assuming that central change exists
in every case of altered irritability, and we have no warranty
for such an assumption in the absence of independent
evidence of central change. It is certain that alterations
(especially depressions) of irritability occur in muscles which
have been overworked, and notably in those which have been
subjected to prolonged strain. This condition occurring in
overworked muscles I have called "fatigue." The term seems
to me a convenient one because fatigue is familiar to us all,
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longed exeriei Of
either hand
Numbness, Pain, and
cramp at night, and
incapacity to paint
Pain, inability to write,I
or perform any wed
with right ara
Solicitor Dec., 1874 Pain after writing
Gentle- January, Difficulty in writin
woman 1873 I
MIr.T.4
Ers.L. I
Mrs. :
A. T.
Mr.
J. H.
Mrs. lCCC.
h,frs.G
IMis C I ' Spinster
A. T. 1l0MlGentleman
F. H.
J. S.
J. IT.
C. T.4
June, 1878.
with Dr.
Taylor,yof
April 9th,1878
June 23rd,
1876
June 11th,
1875
Sent by Dr
Reynolds
2 ,
S
4
A difficulty in ritng, 6d
sewing, Se.
July 3rd, |Difficulty in writing
Jan. 22nd,
1877, sent
by Dr.
Reynolds
AUg. Ilth,1878, sentby Dr.
Snow
June 6th,
1878 sentby b.r.Gowers
Draper's Aug. 20th,
assistant 1875
Man of June 19th,business 1874
School- Oct. 12th,
master 1874
Spinster I 28th
Mr.C. 60 M Tradesman
W.M.
N.E.
tug. 20th,
GROUP V.-WRImT's C0AxP.
|M Clerk Aug., 1873 ,,
M Surgeon Nov., 1872
A. D. I|41MI Traveller
T.TG.
R.M.
A. t.
D.
F. H.
Gentleman
in business
Banker
I
Clerk
Mal; 7th,
Feb., 187S
May 4th,1876
Jan. 8th,
1876
Clerk to a June 26th,
solicitor 1876
M. C. 10o1MI Merchant Mar. 6th,
1877, sent
by Dr.
Reynolds
7 "
o
S e.P,eiii aiid stiffness
6I XS JIramp aT 111numDness
9 weeks Acute pain in shoulder
and arm, and "numb-
ness of thumb and
forefinger
8 years Pain, uneasiness, andquivering of the right
I arm after w.riting
9i years Diffleultv in keeping the
handounthepaper
18
8
S.
4
16
I yesr IIncreasing illegibility
A " stiffness " in writing
An awkwardness with
his thumb and a slow.
ness in writing
Tremor and a tendency
for the down-strokes
to tend away to theleft
|Tremor and starting of
l pen
Geirt,GeneralGlenalth. museularhelh Murition.
Debilitated. Fairly good
Gouty
Debilitated ,,
Rether ple-tboric. Takes
agood deal otber and
ipirits. Of a
te.Ie.1J?"
Good
Fairly good |Very good
Good. Ner-
vous and a
bad sleeper
Good
Geiieral trembling and Very good
I unsteadiness of hand
A "difficulty" in exe.
outing fine movements
with right hand
Writing is done by fits
and starts
Good. Is
pregnant
Good
Good. Has
beenin India,
and has had
rheumatism,
which af-
fected the
right wrist
I articuJarly,
I Fairi
Good. A faint
suspicion of
constitu-
tional
syphilis
Good
Holds pen very tight.|
Has broken steel pens,
Increasing illegibility
Fair
Good
Fair
Good
Very good
Good
Nutrition of
chiefls affectedEmbh
Fairly good
,,
Good
Very good
Fair
Good
Special muscles.
Which affected. Spasm. |Wastn 41inEee. t
Ssel!ing~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ of iifl ISome puffiness between the metaearpal bones of both Faradisatienbanda after exercise. Cramps at night causes great
pain
Extensors of thumb and None Ofexten None Far di ati'n
zupinators of hand are sors of = nchiefly but not solely thumb when the causesaffected attempt is madeto paint. At firstthis was noticed
at night only
Extensors of hand, thumb, Ulti- None. ,, Faradisatitnand shoulder mately Slight causes pa*inthere fibrillary and espe -
was tremorof ally on bd kparalysis biceps of hand
of serra- andtus other
magnus muscles
of the
arm1 r.useles of arm, but None None ,, Normalespeciauy bivceps and
peetoralis major
Muscles of forearm gene-
rally, and especially the
flexor brevis pollicis
Right interossei
Flexor brevis and ab.ductor policis
tight flexor longus pollicis,
extensors ofrightthumb,
1st right dorsal inter-
osseous
A "diffi-
rulty" in
using
certain
,nuscles
Muscles
rontract
sluggish-
A"weak.
ness "
Weak-
ness
Bigger than the Right interosmei, especially
left the 1st dorsal
Right arm not A
quite so firm as
left
Good I
Fair |
Good I
Very good I
Good
'Fair
Goodi
Thirty-one cases.
6or7
year
yea
The forefinger kept
moving off the pen.
holder
Illegibility nod fatigue
pain after writing
much
4 or 1 The hand was shaky andyea obstinate
Ayearor Tremor after writing
I Imore
i6e yearsXmore orkem
A stifness of the thumb
8 yesrs A jerkiness of the hand-
writing
:
3
General awkwardness
A violent extension o
the thumt I
Has hadjaundice and
rheumatic
symptoms
Not good.
Mitral mur-
mur. Cough.Doubtful
Isigns of con-
solidation of
one agex
Fairly good.
Has had
attacks of
rheumatics
Not ver
I god. T.thiii, and has
a cough
Good
Fair
Good
Fair
Good
Fair
Good
,.
Fair
Good
All the mustles of righti WeakI arm
1st right doral inter.
osseous, right extensors
of thumb, right flexorbrevis pollidis> and right
abduetor pollicis
Weak-
neBs
IAll muscles of right aim Weak
The 1st right dorsal inter.
osseous and, to a lesi
extent, all the ulnar and
musculo spinal muscles
of the right arm
Aweak-
ness
lot and 2nd right dorsall Weak-interosSei ness
Iupinator brevis andothers
Extensors of wrist and
thumb
Ist right dorsal inter-
osseous
Deltoid
lst dorsal interosseous
p
lst right dorsal inter-
osseous and others?
2nd right dorsal inter-
osseous
Extensors of thumb
Extensors of right thumb,
left flexor brevis pollici(writes with left hand)
Right extensors of thumb
Right abductor pollicis
Weak
An " un-
steadi.
ness!
of fore.
rm andhand
U_n-
steadi-
ness
No
Obuvious]diminished
Diminishe4 ?
Of flexor
llongus dinei-lnishad, bstllall other~lmuscles arjelexcessivelpirritable'!|Diminishedlin 1st righXldorsal intet-
cescous
Slightly
diminished
Slight IDiminishedI
-
Slight
_ handis
slightly malle
than left. He is
left-handed
Weak.
ness
There
is some
sponta.
neousjerking
of exten-
sor
tendons
Constantjerking
of the
tendons.
Fibril-lary
tremor of
theseand
leftflexor
brevis
Of ex-
tensors
Markedlydiminishedto
faradism.Some in-
crease to
galvanism
Diminiahbed
Diminished
irritability,both tofaradism
and galvan-ism
is far more
sensitive to
the currentthan the left
Diminished
What loss of function
other than writing.
All coarse and fine acts|
are soon arrested bylpain. The hands are
no use, and patient in a
very helpless condition
Writing is as difficult as S
painting. Any use of the
thumb or supinators otlthe hand is difficult I
All movements of right
arm cause pain. Cannot
write for long at a time
After resting, if the armbe suddenly straight.
ened, there is heard andfelt a loud crack at thefront of elbow-joint
The right arm is generallyless useful than the left.Her especial difficulty is:hin uning the flexor brevisopollicis, also in pronating kand supinating
All prolonged muscularexercise gives trouble.Never could nurse herbabies from this cause
Cannot hold up her dress
between forefinger anidthumbCannot sew. Sometimes|drops her knife. Has a Idifficulty with a tea- bu
spoon and tea-cup. Canm
nurse her baby and re-l
move and replace her M
ear-ring without diffi- d
culty
A complete conidition oldelicate manual impo.
tence of the right aide.All coarse acts are ac-
complished easily
The grasp of the right armis not so flirm as the left.
Is always accustomed to m
save her right arm
Cannot paint, or sew, orthread a needle, or hold
up her dress, or hold an
umbrella with comfort
All fine and coarse move-
ments with right arm|
cause pain
The arm anon tires of anjy|
movement. Cannota
carry a carpet bag with-
out trouble. The act ot
supination tires him
All movements of the right
hand and arm are per-formed slowly, and with
effort, such as opening
and shutting the hand,
and notbblyin supinatioii
which he can accom-plish only 117 times to
my 250
Cannot deal cards. Inlplaving billiards his cuel shakes. He soon tires
of holding his horse.The act of supination
is incomplete on right
side, and soon causesfatigueCannot shave or help V
othters at table. The actlof
of supination soon tireslhim
Cannot draw. Is very
clumsy with the inter-
ossei
All acts requiring a free
use of the deltoid aredifficult
Is clumsy at separating and
approximating the fin-
gers. Is unable to workthe Ist right dorsal inter-
osseous without workingthe other right inter-
ossei o
Cannot separate and ap-
proximate the rightfore-finger without pain
The right
arm is very
sensitive to
the currentt
Diminised
Increased
Normal as a diffcult withknife or with an thinheld like a pen. annot
supinate the hand or ex.
tend th fingers withoutfatigue
Markedlb Cannot use a turnscrew
I reasd without great difficulty
Tremor.
5 Decided inboth hands
5Slight at first,
! but ulti-
omately very
marked in
right hand
Slight
None
Marked,and
sometimes
she has to lie
n the arm tokeep it steady
in bedNo
Marked, of
both hands,b t especiallythe right.
Fibrillary tre-
mor 1st rightlorsaliiiter-
osscous
Of both
hands, but
ost of the
right
Occasional,
after work
Neuralgie
pain.
Excessive
after work,
sometimes
causing pa-
tient to cry
Fatigue pain tenderness.
-IMarked inall trunks
o
of both
arms
Nutrition Vaso-motorchange. trouble.
None
Cosierable pain ateor. Marked The rightWork, and especially along over mus- thumb-nailposterior radial border culo-spirai is grooved
of hand and radial
nerves.
There is hypersatliesia of posteror part ot wristjoint, so that the contact of the dress causes pair
"Suffered .Very marked Marked-agonies" at aftr w or over me-first writing dian andl l g museulo-spinal
Very marked I
after writing i
In ball of
thumb and
along radialborder of
arm
Marked
_ Ia
Maxked|
Slight
Very marked
rght wrist.A local shak-ing. Palsy
Slight
No No
after writingj
Marked of
righit arm
After writing| Occasional
Slight of
right arm
None
Marked, es-
pecially when
extensors of
thumb are
put in action
Fibrillary
tremor of
extensors of
right thumb
and of left
flexor brevis
poDicis
Yes, espec-
ally acrossjack of hand(radial nerve)
Very marked Marked ol
after writing median
After any
continued
exercise of
right arm
Marked,
'right Up tothe ahoader
after exer-
cise "
_
Aching of Some ten-
arm after derness of
work medians
Very marked
after writing
or exercise
After work Of median
Marked
Very marked|
after exercise
After exer-tion The mus-c ulo-spiral
nerve at
externalterminal
point is
tender
Slight of
left ulnar
nerve
Yes No
After writing Verymark-ed in axilla
and over
musculo-
spiral and
radial
Very marked1 Theunarafter writing nerve is
very sensi-
tive to thegalvanic
current
After writing Marked in
musculo-
spiral and
radial
None
Aching pain
aferwork
Yen
The ulnar
Inerve is
very sensi
Iave togalvanism
Distinct
tenderness
over right
radial
nerve
No
|
. . | 2 n r w I
Cause.
The hands Excessive playing on adieaw;ay aind stiff-keyedorgan,coget mottled incident with verygreat mental and
physical fatige
consequent on thesickness and death
of a relative
? The nursingof adyingfa hier and lo s
sleep for 11 consecutive nights.Wor-ed at painting (on china) from 9 todailyTIfas used acrutch-headedstiUin right baud, in consequence ofdislocation of hip v.hen young
The back of A strain of the arnhand and while unloading
arm is red. timber waggodened, and owingto the slippinthe root of of a baulk of tinib
right thumb-nail sweats
a good deal
Chillinesslof right hand,
which easilyl"dies away "
alater writing
The hands
swell in hot
weather
Hands get
mottled
Nails verythin. Is
very liable
to chil-blains
Nails are
thin and
brittle
Slight
wastng of
one muscle
None
Right hand
soon getcold
Remarks.
A family history of gout and rheumatisim. This patient itow(1 877) has well. marked swelling of finger-joints, and rheu-
m atic stiffness of hips and knees. In Augut, 1875, hadherpes zoster on the right side. The seat of the sun readilyproduces lichen on the hands
The crampy pain occurred at first only at night and often
woke her up. Now wIen she pain s the thumb "getsdrawn back and locked, and then anps." When last seen(July, 1875) all the nerve trunks of the arm were tender.On July 20th, 1877, writes, "My band is quite useful
again, I only feel pain or numbnesi if I am overtired or
anxious. I followed your directions of rest and change,and
w
as delightfully idle for a year "The pain and inability to write were quite overshadowed bythe paralysis of the serratua magnU', which showed itself
4 months after the aecident. At first could only sleep whenthe arms were raised and the hands placed behind the head.The urine was cloudy and showed a trace of albumen.There was a white patch visible on the right retina. At one
time there was a "snapping " of phslangeal joint of rightthumb
Excessive writing and Is of an anxious, energetic temperament. Always has heldengrossing hbis pen too tightly. At first after Writing the arm wouldgo dead and power less. The pain in right pectoral musel.
after writing is marked. There is ! cracking sound onsudden movement of right elbow
Excessive etching with Has learned to write with the left hand,but occasionally feelsa mall erow-quill an awkwardnesa with ita small crow-quilland against time tofiuiish some articlesfor a bazaar
?
Excessive knitting
Her right hand andIforearm was crush-ed in a mangle when
a child. Has notwritten very much,but has been "agreat correspond-
ent
"The sickness and death
of her mother,whichinvolved much hard
work on her part,immediately pre-
ceded her trouble.Hasneverwrittenor
worked much. His-tory of gout in thefamily. Sprained tier
wrist 4 year agoThe shoek of herlius-band's death, since
which she has neverbeen well
Hereditary. Fatherand sister wrotebadly. Has always
written with effort.Has never writtenmuch
A fall from a pony
carriage seems inhave been an ex-
citing causeVery doubtful. Haa
never done much
writing. Possiblyhe "strained " hishand wood carving
Wrote slowly, even as
a schoolboy. Hae
never written exces-
sively
Doubtful. Has never
written much
Has not written much.Strained his wristwhile "`putting the
stone " 20 years ago
Works very hard at
wood carving, writ-ing, &c., needle-
work
A blow on the deltoid2 years ago
Over-writing
hsas not done an ex-
cessive amount of
writing
Hereditary. A fallfrom his horse was
apparently an ex-
citing cause
His father hada
" stiffness " in writ-ing. Patient's attack
came on from over-
working for amu exa-
mination, writing
and reading. Thereis a history of gout
A moderate excess of
writing
Excessive writing.
Has often written9 or 10 hours a day
Has not written much
Can play the harp without difficulty
After writing for long there is a troublesome forcible flexionof the wrist. Writes entirely with left hand.
Very excitable, but not hysterical. Tbo hanids feel "queer,"and there is a constant desire to hift their position atnight. The irritability of the muaclps changed frm timeto time. The moulh opens uneven]1, but this, ahe ys,
a
as always so Optic discs healthy. Power of hands witdynamometer is equal. Can walk well
Fine movements of the hand are most easily accomplishedwhen the wrist is flexed. There is contraction of theflexor longus pollicis, and when the proximal phalanx ofthunib is extended the distal phalang is flexed. (Is thereslight contraction of the flexors of fin ers P) On galvaaisngthe ulrar nerves at the elbow, it is soticed that a contrac-tion of Ihe 1st right dorsal interoaseoos takes place on theleft side but not on the right
Is worse iii the presence of others. When called upon to sign
a lanacy certificate her hand re'used, and since then her
writing lias never been accomplished with ease. Anydepression in health "flies to the writing." Is alwaysbetter after food
When writing the long flexor of the thutnb act very atrongly
and overpowers its antagonists. Is very energetic
Is nervous, and bas bad a "weak spine." Always writesawith left hand. The case seems to be mainly neuralgic in
charaeter
Grasp of pen very light. There are asseiated movements oh|le t hand during writing. The forefger slips up the pen-
holder owing to the filure of the mttrosseous. Can writebeat with a quill pen or a paint-brusl Some loss of sensi-
bility in region of hand supplied by Fadial nerve. Writesbest with the forearm tightly pre d aeainst the body.
The difficulty increases when the riceps is called into
There is stiffness aiid grating of he right metatarso-phalangeal thumb-joint. Is made mch worse by alcobol.Aglass of beer at night will make a hand stiff and bis
urine tbick in ibemorting. Can a with a bit of chalk
on a black board. Stoke-making is ne from the shoulder;up-strokes bother him most. The t umb is kept straightand rigid. Is hypoebondriacal, and much worse in thepresence of others
Is excitable. Has a sister who was .nlysed by a shockHolds a pen very tight. Writes. lo.Sand psinfully. Thestrokes are made from the shoulder. he tails of the lettertend to the left (owing to pronation not properly autago-
nised ?)
The difficulty in writitlg arises from the tremor and theidifficulty of extending the thumb. Pen tightly graspedStroke-making is done from the shoulder
Had a ganglion on back of right wrist twenty yean ago
whic hwas broken by a blow from a book. Has one fimger.joint swollen. The phalangeal joint of right thumb collapswhen she wrtites. Holds her pen interlaced between 2ndand Srd fingers. The irritability of exteasors of thumb is
equal on the two sides.Is unable to write except with the elbow close to the side.Any attempt at a free use of the deltoid causes trouble.All the hand museles seem healthy.
Page 128.
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A journey to the Eughadin wvas productive
of great good. Ritbbing, blisters to the
nerves, vapour baths, and alkalies inter-
nally, have been ot great service, and the
patient's improvement is very marked.
Rest, rubbing, and nelvinc tonics ecombined
with sea-air, produced a certain amount
of good. Her ymptoms retorned when
she tried to wor , and when last seen hadbheome very much worse in consequeneeof the shock caused by the sudden death
of her brother. Blistering the painful
spots didsome good.
PGalvanism relieved the pain in a most
I remarkable manner, but did no other
good. A mixture of quinine-and colehi-
cum, and frequent purging, with an oeca-
sional blue pill, was very beneficial, and
when last seen the patient was qsuite we.
|Absolute rest from writing for 6 montbs;
rubbing with belladonna.
Result?
Bromide, electricity.
No result.
None.
Arsenic, nux vomica, strychnine, iodide ot
iron, friction, blisters to nerves. lodine
painted along course of nerves. Hergeneral health continued excellent, buther hands got steadily more useless. Waslast ordered to take a course of warmbathing at Bath.
Friction; exercises; galvanism. Has had
every variety of treatment, including five
visit.s to a bone-setter, who discovered
two bones out of place. The act of
writing causes immense effort. (Seedetails in text.)
Friction; bromide at night. To be very
careful in the use of stimulants.
Arsenic; bhster to nerve ; galvanism;
vapour baths to arm; friction improved.considerably after her confinement.
Has tried almost everything. Iodine, lni-'
ments, douches, &c. A bone-setter told
her the arm was "out."
Iodide of potasium and gal aism.
Relief of the sense of fatigue, but no
other improvement. Has a little girlsuffering from infantile paralysis.In 1878 he was in atata quo.
Is a teetotaller, because of the inurious
effects of alcohol. Is covered with seasr
made by a galvanic chain-band. Friction
and exercise of the arm. To use alkali.
Has worn a chain-band, and hears the sea
of it on right arm and abdomen. To take
strychnine and iron, and rub the armwith a simple Uniment.
Improvement very doubtful.
Friction; rhytlhmical exercise; and strych-
nine. He eniployed faradism on his own
responsibility, and says it made him
worse.The tremor diminished a little.
Very little objectivelywron ith the handwritin. cngras Galvanism employed a few times but wit
theenerytigtly Ferou about his condition osucs.ToksryhieanGrn
Ungual phalanx of thumb strongly flexed while writing The way inwhich the forefinger moved n
the pan was very noticeable.
Very little wrong with handwriting.. Very nervous ad
excitable, and his condition is mush aggravated by thepresence of others or by fatigue
The proximal phalangeal joint of his right middle finger is
en arged. is symptoms are inresed by cold weather
His arm is always stiff in the mpnting. IHe is mud
worse in the presence of others. Gr1spa thepen very tiih
Patient's father was affected in a similar way
tWriting not obviously altered, but writeswith great difficulty.Is iiervous. Fainted while having his muscles tested.Writes without using his thumb. The metatarso-phalangealjoint is stiff and will sometimes " twitch." The radial haltof the dorsum of the hand is far less pensitive to galvanismtitan the ulnar half. Dislikes writinglin public.
rlHas a congenital club-foot. His mother and maternal aunt
were rheumatic. Holds pen belween 1st and 2nd fingers,and aToids using the thumb, but the thu b keepsiovinduring the act ofwriting. Cannot fui extend the thumiunless the wrist is flexed. The thumb "mcraks," but it ishard to say which joint, althougl the sound is audible.The metacarpo-phialaingeal and the cprpo-metacarpal jointand the extensor muselesthemselves stone time or anotherseem to emit the sound
Isvery nervous and energetic. There was a feeling of numb-neEs on back of hand "to the roots of the fingers!' Nolead line
Writeswith left hand. When using riht hand the thumbis fully extended and the hand suinated as much aspossible. Cannot abduct the thumb or approximate thepulpsof thumb and index. The symptoms are chiefly re-
ferable totUeregion of the musculo-spiral and its branches,The irritabilitvof the abductor is also very marked. AmVexercise of rfght hand causes fatigue. Quick energetictemperament. Can manage to write If he holds his thumb
with his left hand
IBromide internaly and acomite extenaly
and occaoional galvanism.
Very slight.f any, result. The condi-tion is more than half mentaL A htte
stimulant always enables him to write.
lLiniments; belladuma; Friedricheltal
watert rhythmical exercise.
The tremor entirely disappeard, andthe writing improved very muh The
cae was remarded as in some degree
" rheumatic.'
Tonics; aconite and belladonnaliniment.
Some improvement.
Friction and rhythmical exercise. Thunde.q
weather seems to make him worse. This
lie lias observed in Demerara, of which
place he isa native.
There was some improvement, espe-
cially in the tremor.
A blister to radial nerve and to take iodide
of iron. Advised to take a voyage if
possible.
To take quinine. To use friction.
GROUP IV.-NEuRAALGIr oR NEUBITIC (continued).
I year An effort to write
16 years iPain
24
26
II
1Si6
61
38
It
1411
421
421
4"
4M
46
-1 ..I--1-1 iI 1..l ---1
_1 I~~ I _-1 - --- F ._1- ~1~l l~I -1-1. I
-
Treatmetut.
Cram nd b
Al
m
11
Hi
..
..
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GROUP V.-WITER's CBAxp (cotinued).
Name.
F. C.
G. A.
51 M.H.B.
OccupT-tion. First seen.
[Solicitor's May Srd,
clerk 1877
Banker April 9th,
1877
Solicitor Jane 27th,
I1873
W. P. 4C M Manager of
3. a house of
business,
formerly
a clerk
W. D. 2S|M Student
S. (Cingalese)
L.C M Lawyer's
clerk
T.H. 27|M Govern-
B. ment
draughts-
man
W.C. 27|M| Clerk
W. H. 40|M| Clerk and
ware-
housemani
W.M.
F. S.
T. H.
R. A.
E.
_IMr.W.
April rd,
1874, sent
by Mr. S.
Strickland
Oct. 12th,
1877, sent
by Mr. H.
Symonds,
of Oxford
June 5thi,
1873
May 18th,
1877, seen
with
Dr. Rey-
nolds
Aug. Ilth,
1877, sent
by SirWm.
Jenner
Feb. 12th,
1874
Clerk ann Oct. 5th,letter 1872
sorter
Clerk July 8th,
1874
Manufac- April 18th,
turer 1877
Cotton- Oct. 218t,
broker 1875
Merchant
S. 1 42jMITrade.eman
I 0.G
J. P.
H.
L. H.
D.B.
Banker's
clerk
July 26th,
1873, seen
with Dr.
MoxeyJune 7th,
1877
Nov. 15th,
1876, sent
by Mr.
Broster
Preacher, IJune 4th,journalist, 1875
author
Merchant Aplril1st,I1875
Account-
ant's clerk
H. G. 1 M Clerk
G. M. M Indian
banker
W. G.33 M M.D.
G.S. M30M Sebool-
master
June 26tb,
1876, sent
by Mr.
Horme, of
Walling-
ford
Feb. 11th,
1875
Oct. 26th,
1877, sentby Dr.
Reynolds
Oct. 27th
1876
Tone 29th,
1873
Chief sympto_.
Difficulty in writingI
Difficulty in writing and
5. difficulty in writing
Loss of writing power
Difficalty in writing
..
GROUP VI.-AwomAmuOUs.
T. D. 3111 School-
master,
reporter,
teacher of
shorthand
J. W. 341M Tailor's
packer
F. A. 42|M Secretary
L
J.T. 29|M Clerk
Mar. 24th,
1874
April, 1875
April 22nd,
1876, sent
by Mr.
Bellamy
Mar, 2nd,
1877, sent
by Dr.
Reynolds l
Clumsy at writing or
tying knots
Difficulty in writing
xtreme Wt-handednn
P;revimu
duration.
10 weeks
8 mos.
17 years
2 1
a8yam
18 mos.
Eirst symptom.
AL feehig of weakness
aud a tendency for
hand to roll outwards
Writing is slow and
with effort
A feeling of "impotence
and eort as if the
wrist would be dialo-
cated."An inability to
keep the forefingers oi,
the pen
The thumb slips off the
pen owing to the
giving in" of th
phalsugeal joint
A crampine88and a feel
ing of effort wbile
writing
& difficulty in keeping
the hand on the papec
A quivering of the hand
when using the
pricker"
Some |Deterioration of writiig.
mouths I Tremor and jerkings
14 mos.
4 years
3 ..
6; yearor
more
General
health.
Fair. Has
been de-
preseed and
dy8pe.ptic of
Good. Thinks
his memory
not ouiteso
goodias it
was. Has a
habit of h-
ig deepty
Good
Fair
A tremor when his arn Ha enjoyed
was outstretched t, "wonderful
dip in the ink-pot health "
Obliged to grasp the per
very tightly. Lost
control over the fore.
finger
Irmreguiyari in the
writing
A feeling of impotence
Has to grasp the per
very tight. Cannot
keep his wrist on desi
5 or 6 The forefinger slipped ofi
montha the pen. Fatigue
6 years rhe forefinger would not
remain on the pen
3
9 mos.
9 -
7
1C
16
4or6
yeses
1 yesr
hI years
Unsteadiness of writing
Below par
Fair
Perfect
Fairly good.
Has neural-
ia,and "hat
to leave busi-
ness at tine
to reeruit hi
nerves"
Very good
Good
An "unequal pressure Good. Is vems
amongst the fingers healthytad
while writing." Adiffi- strong
culty in keeping fore-
finger on the pen
Fatigue after writing Good. "ashad neur4gia
Aweainessin the thumt
General awkwardness
Good
Shakiess of hand- Good. L
writing neu
back of a
A tremblngof the banid. Has had
A rotation of pen from symptomisof
right to left. A diffl- sun-stroke,
ity in making up- Has had
strokes syphilis and
tapeweum
Pain, headache, dizzi- Is short-
ur on attempting to sighted, and
write any attempt
to read with
out specta-
cles produce,
cerebral
symptoms
Pain in wrist Good
Four cames.
2 yea A =rampiess and tremorI | wIhn writing
2 ,,
2 moa.
COn.
genital
Numbness of finger tiS
Los of muacai
sense in arms
"Shocks" feltin the
arms
Unsteadiness from ajerking of the thumb
Not good.
Looks worn
and haggard.
Has lost 8 st.
in weight in
2 year
Good till
lately
Good
General Nutrition of Special muscles.
muscular chiedi Wected iPara- Wasting Electricnutrition. lybWhich affected. I;sis. Spasm irritability.
Fair
Good
Fair
Good
Very good
Good
.,
.ot good
Fair
Good
Fair
Good
Fair
Fair, but not so
firm as left arm
Right sah
slightly smaer
and less firm thu
the left
Good
Very good
Good
Decidedly smallerthan the left
Good
Fi
Fai
Good
Not good
Fair
Good
Extensors of thumb, lst
right dorsal interosseous
lst and 2nd right dorsal
interouseou
The extensors of right
thumb
Extensors of thumb A weak-
ness
Extensors of thumb aud Weak-
index ness
E.ight flexor longus pollicis,
right adductor policis,
right flexor brevis polli-
cis
Adduetor pollicis and inner
head of flexor brevis
Right abductor and oppo-
noes policis
Left lst dorsal interosseous
Right abductor policis
OpoespoDlicisllxrheupohicis
lat right dorsal inter-
osneo, and all the
muscles gf right arm to
some extent
1st and 2nd right dorsal
intarossei, abductor pol-
lics, flexor longus pol-
liis, extensor primi
internodii
1st and 2nd right dorsal
interoasei, abductor
pllcis, extenwors of
1st right dorsal and other
interossei
2nd right dorsal inter-
oseous and right ab-
ductor poDicis
1st right dorsal inter-
osseous and adductor
pollics
1st and 2nd right dorsal
iFterocisp
Flexor brevis pollicis
Ist and 2nd right dorsal
interosei
Flexor brevis pollicis(right)
RIght 1st dorsal inter-
osseous
Mausles of right forearm
and hand
Ist and 2nd right dorsainterossei, right ab-
ductor minimi digiti
1at right dorsal inter-
osues, abductor pot.lici, flexor longus
pollicis
Right extensor secundi
internodiI
Right flexor brevis
pollicis
Ist and 2nd right dorsal
interossei
Rihtabductorminim;
digiti, right flexor brevis|
mFnimiogi i
Flexor longue polllicis
Deltoid is the seat of al
fatty tumour
Muscles of both arms
Extensors and short flexor
of right thumb
A"weak-
ness"
Weak-
ness
Weak-
ness
Weak
Weak-ness
None
Yes
None
Increased
Diminished
Increased
What loss f function
other tbsp writing.
Cannot supin te or pronate
the hand apidly with-
out pain
In using a teaspoon his
forefinger 't slips up" the
handle. tcannot pin s
bank-note 4ogether with-
out difflielty. Dislikes
using a wl Ikug-stick
- Extensors ot The arm tires of any move-
thumb, and ment
especially
extensor primi internodii, excessively irritable
to galvanic curreiit, but diminished io faradism
The arm
is
' flabby"
The arm
is flabby
Possibly
of lst
right
dorsal
inter-
osseous
Yes
Nione
Jerking
of exten-
sors of
thumb
when
they are
rubbed
Diminished
to faradism
Diminished
very
markedly
Markedlv
diminishedi
Increased
Decreased
Increased
Of lst right
dorsal inter-
osseous dimi-
nished to
faradism.
The other
muscles of
right arm
respond too
readily to
galvansm
Markedlydiminished to
faradism,
especially the
interoasci
Markedly
diminished
Increased
Diminished
rJannot hold s coin between
thjumb and head of 2nd
or 5th metacarpal bones
without a sense of great
effort
Fails in acts requiring
steadiness. Cannot raise
a cup or dish with cer-
tainty
Any continuous work wish
nrght arm troubled him.
H|oldiDg an umbrela far
2 or 3 hours increasehis symptoms. A diffl-
calty in shaving and in
supination
All exercise of the inter.
ossei is done with greatdifficulty. Supination
causes great fatigue. He
could not throw a letter
into a box by an act of
saination without diffl-
cannot holi the needle
comfortabl to sew on a
button, nor lift a tea-cupbetween thumband fore-
finger, nor regulate his
watch with a penknife
Dannot deal cards,"some.
one always had to deal
for him." Is naturally
clumsy with his hands,
and at school it used to
be said that " all hisfingers we skewers"
Markedly _ .diminished1
Diminished difflculty in liftig
markedly tumblerhl of water
Diminished
Increased
Diminished
SlSightly|diminished|
Diisished |
of the inter-
losei,
inereased of
abductor
Diniinished
Diminished
Increased
Diminished
FHas a difficulty in using Edessert-spoon. Does no;
exercise the interossei
with freedom
Is obviously very clumsy ir
usiag the interossei
they are not undei
proper control. Thilittle finger starts
Hlas a difficulty in " lettini
go" of things, and hia
nearly briken a tea-cu;
once or t3ec
The arm tir
ment, b
Bupinatios
a cork
movemen
Kchange iM "If he hoCirritability to it scot
be detected After sI| inany hits arm
Imuscle
? Cannot usl|accurasbuttons,
Increaed Prefrs nto use his right
very harm. not hold hiS
decidedly l umbre as easily asformed
The muscles |
lof right arm l
and hand arel
lees irritable
than those ofI
the left
II
b of any moveI especially
and drawing
a supinating
Tremor.
Fibritlarl
bremor oflatright dorsalinterosseous
Very slight
at times
After writing
or other
exercise
Slight ofboth
hands,especi-
ally of right,
when abdue-
tor is used
Possibly of
right hand
Very marked
after efforts
to write, and
to a less
extent at
otber times
None
Slight
None
Of right
thamb and
slight of left
hand
Some fibril-
lary tremor ol
ist right
dorsal inter-
osseous afterfaradisiiig
Of riglit arm
Occasional
of right hand
Of right
hand
Marked after
writing orexertion
Neuralgic |Ilatigue pain Nervepain. jtendernes
After writing Over| radial?
The ball of IVery markedthumb after after writing
writing
Slight. He
hlas pain in
w,rist-joint
and in pba.lailgeal joint
of the thumb
A dull pain in
forearm after
writing
After writing
Marked in
thumb
Very marked
indeed
Very markedindeed. The
effort of
writing
causes real
agony
Yes, especi-
ally in Ist
right dorsal
interosseous
Very marked
after writing
I
Hand getsstiff after
work
Marked
After writing
First of
median and
ultimately
ofmusculo-
spiral. The
medianwas
very sensi-
tive to the
current
The ulnar
nerve is
very sensi-
tive to the
current
Of median
very dis-
tinct
All the
nerves of
the right
arm are
very sensi.
live to the
galvanic
current
All the
nerves are
ery sensi-
tive t. botl
currents
Slighlt of
ulnar at
wrist
The right
ulnarnerve
is very sen.
sive to the
current
The me-
dian, ulnar,
and
lmasculo-
spiral, all
too seusi-
tive to the
current
Df median,
ulnar, and
muasculo-
spiral
Marked after Of right
writing ulnar nerve
lfterexercise
right up to
tbe shoulder
Nutrition
change.
Nails not
good. The)
were
alwaysbritgte
Nails are
very thin
Te finger.
nails of
righthand
are pitted
and thin
Nails are
thin and
pitted
Nails very
thin
Nails are
thin
Chilblains
on hands
Thin and
papery
nails
his arm outMarked after - aMrked Of ulnar -gets weary." exercise nervne
sIng his babyIould tremble
ahammerwith None. Has the "fulPurantpains of None The nails
or manipulate ataxy very marked i both arms of bothDrn tie knots hands are
very thin
and easily
usehbrig'!lAfter writingl - Maiked Musculo- -
Lunot tie l llspiral andl l l radial are
both tender. 7th cer-
vical and Ist and 2nddorsal vertebra tender
- - -
~~~~~The -
median and
ultrar arelmore sensi-
tive to the
current on
the right
side
Vaso-motor
trouble.
The hand
easily " goel
to sleep"
The righthand gets
nmby "during the
nrgat,
Cause.
Writing very hard9 hours a day, en
grossing deeds with
a steel pen
Has written very hard,
and has been "a
regular glutton for
work "
Excessive writing
H[ad been writing
good deal when his
trouble first came
on
Excessive writing
Was working as much
as 13 hours a day at
making plans whenhis trouble came on.
He usedthe "prick-
er" in right hand
and protraetorin left
Has written mode-
rately hard. Never
takes a holiday, and
has no pursuit ex-
cept business
Excessive writing, and
possibly also veryhrd work for a time
at carpentering
Excessive writing
Never recovered
from a shork to his
nerves caused by a
cry of fire in a
crowded building
Excessive writing
against time. Hit
trouble followed the
lossof S children by
scarlet fever
Bruise of ulnar nerve
by a sleeve-link.
lIas written a gooddeal,and was "proud
of his books"
Father died of 'tereep
ing palsy"at 6
Onie of his sons has
a difflcultyin usin
his pen. Ha nev
written much
Writing
IEs brother suf'ers i
same way. 14la Hle-
brew,and ha wortr-
ed very hardt at his
business, "icekon.ing to make 3 lays in
a week by lkeepingneither Sabb.th"
Ixcessive wori and
worry with much
writing
Excessive writiig
Wrote very leird in-|E
deod 7 months ago
to finish a book.
Took very little rest
Used to rlb his
thumb with brandy,
and write on in
spite of the pain
Writes shorthand. On I
one occasion worked
24 hours incessantly.
Uses steal pnus. On
one occasion a t@ally
bruised his thuenb
by the constant
pressure on the penE as written sery hardlindeed (8 or 9 hours
a day)
Has written a great|
deal. Sun-stroke
Over-work.
writing
Over-
Over-writing. Could
never write muchl
without trouble.
Writing andreporting
against time. The
fatty tumour over
the deltid may
possibly increase
his trouble
?Wa rather
perate
intem-
Hard work. Worry as.toh money matters.l
Excessive writing
Has always been left-
balided. His left
shoulder was dislo-
cated when a boy,
and his left hand
was in a sling for
2 months, but this
did not cure him
Remarks.
rhere is obvious swelling and tenderneas of ex
right thumb. The hand is supinated as muchabefore writing. There is pain down back of hand
tion of radial)
There is distinct partial anmathesia over back of]Z(radial regionl). The wrist is drown hack darin
and he prefers a sloping desk. Noticed that aft,
the "musicles between the bones" (interose) uei
Writes with pen interlaced between 1st and 51r
Writes with immense effort, which makes hin
perspiration. When he writes with left hand
sympathetic movements of right. Used to writi
elbow pressed against the arm of his chair Oust
" funny bone")
Energetic man, of nervous temperament. Cannot1his wrist on the desk. The act of writing is ver
some. Pen in tightly grasped, and the effort in
The metacarpo-phalangeal joint of his right thus
snapping noie
spmodic action of extensors seems to impede hi
The right wrist is a little swollen. Has a sweli
of flexor longus pollicis after exercise. Can play
well
Is obliged to watch the movements of the pen very
Writes very slowly and wvith great effort.
Writes by interhncing the pen between Ist and 2
Was very restless, and lay awake at night vwhE
suffered (see details in text and drawing)
Is marked with scars by wearing a chain band. Nidarkly pigmented. Has a pigmented wart on
Has irritative dyspepsia. Hlas pain at the ben
elbow-" a weak feeling "
kvery energetic, enthusiastic man. During sleep1freat tendency tor the arms to be raised and pilis head. This will happen if he goes to sleep
minutes. Used to ask his wife to replace his
because they got chilled in this position. The
uen very tight. A difficulty in arranging pen
gers
Writes with pen interlaced between hiSs finrsA The
phalangeal joint of his thumb fails to maintan4 a propei
angle, and "gives" in This joint produces speptostsly#
a loud snapping noise, due, apparently, to irreular mus-
cular action. 'The electric sensibility of the sijit hand is
deficient
Is much worse in cold weather and in east winds.There is a
tendency for the hand to roll inwards duri g writing(weakness of supinators ?). The pen is held properly
The writing is cramped
Wears big metal sleeve-links, vwhich impinge on the ulnat
nerve. They have bothered him for 3 or 4 yeats, and h
nsed to be annoyed by them. The ulnar nerve beneat
the flexor carpi ulnaars is distinctly swoUen
Treatment.
Belladonna liniment; bromide internally.
RLest; friction; blisters to painfu nerves;injections of atropiDe (gr. hypodermi-
cally daily). To take horse exercise, and
use iodide and bromide of potassium.
At the end of 3 months the writing was
no better.
November, 1877.-Much improved. His
memory has quite recovered.
Stryclnine; galvanism; rest.
He writes in July, 1875 -"I am really
a great deal better."
The galvanic current and rhythmical exef
cise, which patient carried out for himsdi
with very great judgment and persever-
ance.
The feeling of fatiga was quits re-
moved, and t ease of writing very much
increased. The objective features of the
writing are very slight.
Bromide; friction; injection of atropine;galvanism. Blister over median nerve.
Improved very rapidly.
|Best.
iipples areTo blister the bend of the elbow over
'he back.1 median nerve. To go for a holday, andof right to take gentian and soda.
Rest; strychnine and acid, belladonna
liniments; galvanism; rhythmical exer-
cise.
He improved very rapidly, and lost
nearly all his symptoms.
Rest; tonics, liniments; galvanism; and
rhythmical exercise.
His improvement was very marked.(The case is publisbed in the ' Practi-tioner,' 1878, and at p. 205 of author's
' Textbook of Electricity.')
Galvauism and rhythmical exerciseSome improvement.
W whic ulnai Used to fasten his arm to his desk by ane india-rubber band. Has tried "setons
them. h behind the neck." Was told to leave off
a ri business. He used galvanism, faradaism,bromide, ergot, strychnine, Swedish gym.
nastics, and Turkish baths, and all to no
purpose. Ordered blisters to nerve, andfriction for thelst right dorsal interoseoaus.(See details ini text.)There is marked difficulty in using Ist right dorsal interos- Friction and rhythmical exercise. After\ seous, although its irritability is not lessened. Cannoi friction it was observed that the irrita-
separate or approximate his fingers with ease. The writin bility of the Ist and 2nd right dorsal
exlibits very frequent hiatus in up-strokes. The forefinge interossei to both currents was in exce
will not stop on the pen. He cannot use the thumb with. of those on the left side.
out causing rotation of the pen
Holds his pen very tightly between the thumb and 2nd finger. None, States that a French queck once
The electric sensib ity is diminished on radial side of right rejigved hlm by rubbing some gummnhand material between the metacarpal boneL
I Complete rest was no good.Thre thumb keeps shifting its position, Holds pei between Iotry rest, friction, and gaoLanismlst and 2nd fingers
Has great difficulty i writing with a stump of a peneil. It
was found that the altered irritability of the muscles was
most noticeable at niglht after a hard day's work. Grasps
the pen very tightly and keeps the wrist off the desk
Holds the pen very tight; grasps it between lst and 2nd fingers,
and avoids using his lst right dorsl interoseus. Turns
the third finger into the palm. When using the left band
the right thumb makes sympathetic movementsL There is
an old scar over the bend of elbow over the uluar nerve.
The diminished irritability of the 1st right dorsl interos-
seous was not noticeable at first, but unmistakably presentin Noveniber, 1874. Stroke-making done frm the shoulder
He is excitable and energetic. There is a history of rheu-
matism. Some thickening of the lst phalanx of thumb.
The elbow-joint cracks. Writimg not obviously affected,but he writes with very great difAcul.ty
He is left-handed except for writing, but the right hand and
llarm is so obviosl smaller than the left that I suspect
slome congenital defidency. Mr. Etomne thought that pos-l
sidbly the smallnessof the rightarm was dun to overwork,
and I should admit this possibility. Cannot bold the pen
long in one position. Writes by shuffling from the wrist
Is liable to headaches. A brother has nervous asthma. His
father and sister suffer from " fatigue of the thumb" afterwriting
Writes worme after being out in the san. Writing causes
Iheadache, "pain behind the eyes," and "hthrowhim into a
fever." The right pupil is dilated. Loses control over the
llegs sometimes. No other *iga of parayis. When he
bhad tapeworm used to wake up writh "tremendous jerks."
lNo sign decided of locomotor ataxy. Writes best with a
lpesnl, "because the rotation doss not signify." Optic
ldiscs normalI
One of the patient's isters is short-sighted and suffers from
fatigue and cerebral symptoms if she attempts to read
without spectacles (see details in text)
Grandmother had paralysis agitans. The metac
eeal joints of the thumbs on both sides are i
' creak" when forcibly moved. The flexor loi
is abnormally used in pen pretensions
Is very energetic end likes to finish his work quidifficulty in moving pen from left to right. I
making a pivot of his wrist and adducting
and not by using the deltoid and triceps. hi
MS. are, in consequence, segments of direl
down. His strokes are made by wrist movem
by finger movement. Was obliged to leave off
This was a well-marked case of ataxy affectir
limbs primarily. Writing only affected in a
other acts. The sexual power is diminishes
write when lie watches hiis pen intensely, as
very imperfectly. Common sensation is mucb
both hands
liDoes not sleep. Has quivering of the lips.
Has no delusions
Writes with left hand quite as quickly as otherL right, snd more quickly than he himself can v
-UYes a hammer with the right hand and at
and bats with the right. Uses knife with
Plays violin snd holds the bow in the left li ulaying hie flute reverses the ordinary posithand and leg are both rather bigger than the
left boot is tbe first to wear out. The hes
spleen are in their normal positions
rpo-pbalan-
cry stiff and
gus policis
ckly. Has a
.e does o by
Ihe humerus,
lines of his
and slope
mts, and not
shorthand
g the upper
mmon with
Can only
I even thenimpaired in
[s impotent.
Was galvanised by Mr. Broater, and took
a month's holiday, at the end ot which he
was much improved and could writs withforefinger on pen.
The difference in irritability, though
less, was still noticeable.
fHas been at Bath using hydropathic mea-
sures. Blisters over the painful nerves;frictioni; rhythmical exercises; strychnine
and iron.
Iro take iodide of potassium and iron; tol aint the thumb with iodine; to rest the
and.
To rest; employ friction; to give up short-hand, and always use quill pens.
To change his occupation without delay.
Rlest.I
Got quite well with rest.
Tonics; liniments. When first taken ill he
kept the arm in a slng for 3 weeks, but
found the arm much weaker afterwards.
It scarred from neck to wrist by using aIchain-band. Tonics, galvanism, rhytaim-
1, cal exercise improved the general sense ofaweariness and the tremor. The ftt
etumour was removed on Augast 5th, butits effect on the writing is not known.
Hypodermic injectionofgr. whofatropine
wai without result.
The galvanic current relieved his pain very
considerably, but did no further good.
Bromide; rest; arsenic; and friction; blis-
ters to spine.
The symptoms of general paralysis
ultimately declared themselves.
gdoith the|Not requirsng treatmentt. He wa kindly|ft& the right. sent to me by Dr. Reynolds a ouriosityl
rickett bowlsI that I might examine him.
Iright hnd.I
and, and inkm. The leftl
ght Ed thean
h liver, n
z;
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but whether it be primarily dependent upon change in the
muscular fibre, the nerve end, the nerve trunk, the cord or
the brain, there is not sufficient evidence to show. It seems
to me reasonable to suppose that while in some cases fatigue
may be the sole cause of the trouble, it probably is more
often merely a determining cause of its localisation.
The result of such alterations in irritability would be to
render the affected muscles uncertain in their response to
the stimulus of the will.
The occurrence of altered irritability in muscles which
have been especially overworked is strikingly illustrated in
the following case (55), which I am very glad to be able
to quote, because Dr. Reynolds was a witness to the
facts.
Mr. T. H. B-, a government draughtsman, et. 27,
suffering from writer's cramp, was examined by me in con-
sultation with Dr. Reynolds, on May 18th, 1877. He had
been working very hard at his profession. On testing
his muscles we found a very marked excess of irritability
in his right abductor and opponeus pollicis; and a de-
creased irritability equally marked and decided of his left
first dorsal interosseus. As there was something evidently
anomalous in the case I asked the patient to see me again
when I could give unlimited time to his examination. The
facts previously observed were confirmed at the second
examination, and on questioning him as to the cause of his
trouble I found that it was not due to writing but to exces-
sive work at making plans, at which he had laboured for as
much as thirteen hours a day. He had used a protractor
and scale with his left hand, and an instrument called a
" pricker " with his right. This would entail a constantly
repeated contraction of his right opponens and abductor
pollicis, and a prolonged strain of his left first dorsal inter-
osseus (see Plate XI, fig. 2). Thus, what at first seemed
rather to militate against the theories I had advanced,
proved to be a striking confirmation of them. This patient
had slight tremor of both hands, but especially of the right,
when the abductor pollicis was put in action.
VOL. LXI. 9
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I am unable to state with any weight why it is that in
some cases irritability is increased and in others diminished.
I am inclined to the opinion that increased irritability shows
an early, and decreased irritability a late stage of the same
condition.
5. Indirect evidence of muscular derangement may be
afforded by derangement of the sensory branches of mixed
nerves which supply the muscles implicated. Neuralgia as
well as numbness of the region of the hand supplied by the
radial nerve was noted several times, and in all these cases
the extensors or supinators were implicated. It is not a
little remarkable that I have seen no case in which the
sensory branches of the ulnar nerve have been involved,
notwithstanding that the muscles of the hand supplied by
this nerve are implicated more frequently than any others.
An explanation of this may possibly be found in the fact
that the twigs of the deep palmar branch of the ulnar nerve
which supply the muscles affected are completely separated
from the sensory branches of that nerve, so that any mole-
cular change brought about by fatigue in the former
branches would be well removed from the latter.
The radial nerve, on the other hand, is so largely con-
cerned in the supply of the ligaments, joints, and tendons
of the overworked part that the frequency of its implication
is no matter for astonishment.
It has been very often noticed that the sense of muscular
contraction is far less acute in the implicated muscles than
in their healthy fellows, altbough the fact has not been
systematically recorded. Patients have almost always said
that the sensation caused by the application of faradism " is
quite different on the two sides." Some of the phenomena
of writers cramp have been referred to impairment of the
muscular sense or to muscular paresthesim, and this obser-
vation gives colour to such a supposition.
Nerve tenderness, it will be observed, was one of the
commonest phenomena of the whole series of cases.
The sizth and last group of cases of impaired writing
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power, which may be called the anomalous group, consists of
four cases only, bearing no resemblance to each other.
The first (No. 73) was a case of locomotor ataxy, showing
itself in the arms before the legs. The patient was a tailor's
packer, and worked mainly with his arms. It is an example
of the power of fatigue to determine the localisation of
symptoms.
The second (No. 74) was a case of general paralysis of the
insane, in which impairment of writing power was the first
symptom. The patient was a secretary, and has since
manifested all the symptoms both mental and muscular of
general paralysis. This is another instance of the power of
fatigue to determine the localisation of symptoms. There
was in this case nerve tenderness and tenderness of the
cervical region of the spinal column.
The third case (No. 75) was that of a clerk, who was
strangely left handed. He wrote, held a violin bow, and
manipulated the stops of a flute with his left hand, he used a
knife and a hammer with his right hand, and was a " right-
handed bat " at cricket. It would seem as if he preferred to
use the left hand for delicate manipulations, and the right
for coarse acts; no cause could be detected for this. The
left hand and leg were both rather bigger than the right,
and the left boot was the first to wear out; there was no
transposition of viscera. The muscles of the right arm and
hand were somewhat less irritable to faradism than those of
the left.
No. 72 is placed in this group because it was uncertain
how much of his trouble was due to a fatty tumour over the
deltoid muscle.
Reviewing these seventy-five cases collectively there are a
few points to which attention may be directed.
What evidence of the exact condition of the patient is to
be obtained by examining the handwriting? Very frequently
the handwriting is perfectly normal, and an inspection of it
would never lead one to suspect that its production had
caused the scrivener much labour and trouble.
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In the paralytic group the change in the writing was only
slight, except in Case 3, where there was anaesthesia as well
as paralysis. In each case the writing was slowly produced.
In the senile group the writing was characteristic, and
presented a general uniform tremor.
In the neuralgic group the writing was more uncertain
than tremulous. In the writing of Case 37 the down
strokes bore away remarkably to the left. This was due
to the forcible contraction of the pronators unopposed by the
weak supinators.
In the group of true writer's cramp the writing was very
varied in character. Inequality in the thickness of the
strokes shows unequal pressure with the pen, and here and
there one may see how the nibs of the pen have been forced
asunder. The writing of No. 61 showed a special uncertainty
in the up-strokes due to a failure in the free extension of the
forefinger. No. 72 had a difficulty in keeping his writing
on the line; this was apparently due to a want of free action
of the deltoid and triceps. The movement of the hand from
left to right was effected in this case by making a pivot of
the styloid process of the ulna and adducting the humerus,
so that the lines instead of being straight were all segments
of circles.
Implication of joints was noticed in no less than 21 cases
(See 1, 2, 4, 8, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 35, 43, 45,
46, 52, 58, 66, 71), the affection was generally called rheu-
matic; sometimes it was a consequence, no doubt, of the
strained position in which the joints had been retained for
prolonged periods; in other cases it was probably a joint
affection of neuropathic origin. The snapping or loud
spontaneous movement of one of the joints of the thumb was
observed five times (24, 25, 46, 52, 58). A feeling of
" weakness " in front of the elbow was noted five times, and
in one case it was accompanied by a snapping sound.
Another point of great interest was the frequency with
which it was observed, that the difficulty in writing was
inherited or had shown itself in more than one member of a
family, or had become manifest very early in life. This was
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observed ten times (9, 10, 15, 19, 30, 44, 45, 68, 70, 75).
The case of congenital left handedness is of great interest,
because the peculiarity was most manifest in the perform-
ance of delicate acts. Want of freedom in such an act as
writing, may be due to the want of proper development of
the small intrinsic muscles of the hand. These muscles
may very well show occasionally a defective development
just as the muscles of the external ear are sometimes exces-
sively developed.
The most interesting case of heredity or family tendency
is No. 70. G. W-, a young doctor of medicine, who had
been working exceedingly hard suffered from a true attack
of writer's cramp, the result of combined general and local
fatigue. He was also short sighted, and any attempts to
read without spectacles produced at the time of his trouble
symptoms of headache and vertigo, which were also pro-
duced by attempts to write. Any attempt even to write bis
signature ended in failure, and produced fatigue, pains up
the arms, and a sense of distress and vertigo, although he
could dictate to another without difficulty of any kind.
When I saw this gentleman he could write perfectly well,
but I tested his muscles as a matter of curiosity. There
was doubtful excess of irritability of his first and second
ri4ht dorsal interosseous muscles, but diminished irritability
of the abductor and flexor brevis minimi digiti. This he
accounted for by the fact that he had been sketching for a
long time on the previous evening, holding his drawing
block in his left hand, and steadying his right hand by pro-
longed abduction and flexion of his little finger. There was
tenderness of the right ulnar nerve. Short sightedness is
common in his family, and one of his sisters has had vertigo
and fatigue symptoms from reading without spectacles.
This case forms a very interesting link between writers'
cramp and a case reported by Mr. R. B. Carter in the
eighth volume of the Clinical Society's 'Transactions.' Mr.
Carter's patient had been reading hard at the university.
He was troubled by attacks of vertigo which supervened
whenever he attempted to read. His case was regarded as
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one of cerebral disease by more than one physician, but he
was immediately and completely cured by a pair of concave
glasses which relieved the internal recti of the strain im-
posed upon them in reading. This case must impress us
with the fact that central symptoms may be merely reflex,
and mainly dependent on peripheral causes.
Definite evidence of change in the nerve centres was
observed only a few times. In three out of the five spas-
modic cases there had been a previous hemiplegia, and in
all the degenerative cases there was reason to suspect a
chronic change in the cord, or brain, or both. The same
may be said of two of the three anomalous cases. Among
all the other cases there were only three iu which there
were unmistakable signs of involvement of the brain or
cord. These were No. 70 given above; 68 which was a
similar case, and 69 who had had symptoms of sunstroke. All
three had altered irritability of muscles, distinctly evident.
Tremor was a symptom which was very frequently ob-
served, but this I think, need not, necessarily be regarded
as certain evidence of involvement of the spinal cord in
the absence of other symptoms referable to that centre.
Tremor is certainly very often caused by lesions of the
nerves themselves. Tremor of a limb is generally most
marked when an attempt is made to use paralysed or paretic
muscles.
The after history of cases of writer's cramp would be likely
to throw much light on the pathology of the disease. I
have been unable, however, to acquire any facts in this
direction.
Writer's cramp has been spoken of as a disease of faulty
co-ordination, and most writers on the subject have referred
the symptoms to a lesion of the centres which control the
co-ordination of the muscles used in writing.
In Ziemssen's ' Cyclopaedia of Medicine' writer's cramp
is included -in the volume devoted to diseases of the peri-
pheral cerebro-spinal nerves, but Erb, who writes upon the
subject, says, '"In the present state of our knowledge we are
justified in placing the seat of the cause of the typical forms
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of writer's cramp in the central nervous system, although we
are not in a position to locate it with precision."
In Reynolds' 'System of Medicine' writer's cramp is
classed with the general nervous diseases, and the disease
itself is regarded as a failure of co-ordination merely.
There can be no doubt that a want of co-ordination is the
proximate cause of the symptoms of writer's cramp, for it is
evident that the muscles fail to work orderly together. Are
we, however, justified in assuming the existence of a special
co-ordinating centre for the controlling of the act of writing;
and is there any evidence to show that this centre (supposing
it to exist) ever gives way leaving the periphera in a state of
perfect health? I think not, and mainly for the following
reasons.
1. Because I have never seen a case without evidence of
peripheral change, and in the great majority of cases there
was no reliable evidence of any pathological change except
at the periphera. The evidence ofperipheral change consisted
of-
A. Definite muscular paresis.
B. Definite muscular spasm.
c. Localised tremor.
D. Fibrillary tremor of certain muscles.
E. Alteration of muscular irritability.
P. Localised pain.
G. Nerve tenderness.
One or more of these conditions was always present. The
writer's cramp of the text books, in which failure of writing
power is the sole symptom, I have never seen.
2. If there be a co-ordinating centre for writing, then the
conclusion seems irresistible that co-ordinating centres can
be created as it were by education. Writing is no more an
essential attribute of man than any other muscular faculty
which he may acquire by education. No two people pro-
bably, co-ordinate the same muscles in precisely the same
way for the purpose of writing, and it is well known that it is
scarcely more difficult to write with the toes than with the
fingers. The co-ordination of writing, which we acquire only
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by years of painful practice, is clearly to be distinguished
from those co-ordinations such as the symmetrical movement
of the two eyes, which are wholly independent of education,
and which we are almost powerless to disarrange.
3. The fact that writer's cramp is always of more or less
gradual growth, and is never suddenly established, militates
very strongly against the idea of a controlling centre, which,
whether congenital or acquired by education, would surely be
liable to the occasional accident of sudden extinction, just as
the centre for language is sometimes suddenly extinguished.
The impulses which move our writing muscles proceed,
probably, from different points in the cortex cerebri, but
there is no evidence to show that these impulses are, in their
transit to the muscles, welded as it were into harmony by
converging on any " centre."
4. The fact that the left hand (if used for writing by a
sufferer from writer's cramp) is liable to be affected in the
same way as the right hand, has been used, especially by
Duchenne, as an argument in favour of the disease being due
to a central lesion. I am glad to find that Dr. Gowers in a
recent paper' considers that the liability of the left hand to
suffer has been overestimated for I am decidedly of the same
opinion. It must be remembered, however, that a patient
who has disabled his right hand by excessive writing, has often
by the great mental efforts which he has used to goad his un-
willing muscles, as well as by the mental worry produced by
his condition, been reduced to a state of general nervous
exhaustion, which would certainly make him very vulnerable
to the effects of local fatigue. That writer's cramp should
have occurred at all is certainly evidence of vulnerability to
fatigue, and it is to me no matter of surprise that the muscles
of the left hand should succumb to the excessive mental
stimulus applied to them. We must bear in mind, too,
those associated movements which are so commonly observed
in writer's cramp, and which may be only a form of reflex
action. If, as in some cases of writer's cramp, the patient
1 'Med. Times and Gaz.,' Nov. 17, 1877.
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is unable to write without moving his left hand in sympathy
with his right, it is impossible not to admit that the left
hand has been fatigued to some extent by these movements,
and insidiously prepared, as it were, for the fully developed
disease.
We have in the occasional spreading of writer's cramp
from one hand to its fellow, a phenomenon analogous to the
sympathetic inflammation of one eye after an injury to the
other, and to the so-called neuritis per saltum, as described
by Nothnagel, in which after inflammation of a nerve on one
side of the body, the corresponding nerve may be attacked
without the implication of the spinal cord.
It is not more difficult to believe that something of this
kind occurs in "writers cramp," than that a central lesion
is transferred from one hemisphere of the brain to the other
or from one side of the spinal cord to the other, without the
implication of the intermediate tract of nerve tissue.
5. Whether there be, or be not, a controlling centre for
the act of writing. It is perfectly clear that the co-ordina-
tion of writing or of any educated movement may be upset
by a peripheral lesion causing an uncertainty in the re-
sponse of the muscles to the mental stimulus. This want of
co-ordination only occurs when muscles are paretic or
excessively irritable, and not when they are completely
paralysed, for the action of a muscle which is paralysed
soon ceases to enter into the mental calculation.
Case 60 may be quoted as an example of writer's cramp
arising entirely from a peripheral lesion.
Mr. H-, a manufacturer, Eet. 43, a man of great energy,
consulted me on April 8th, 1877, for a difficulty in writing,
from which he had suffered for two or three years. He had
never done much writing beyond a certain amount of book-
keeping. His interossei moved in a very jerking, uncertain
manner. He could not write, nor lift a tea cup between his
thumb and forefinger, and had signally failed when trying
to regulate his watch with the point of his penknife. His
general health was perfect. On testing his muscles the
first right dorsal interosseus was found remarkably irri-
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table, responding to a current which had no effect upon the
corresponding muscle. On examining his hand and wrist a
distinct swelling was found under the flexor carpi ulnaris
directly over the course of the ulnar nerve, and which
appeared to be a swelling of the nerve itself. With regard
to this a history was elicited that he had found considerable
trouble with his sleeve studs which were very large, the
ornamental boss being as big as a florin and the under part
as big as a sixpence. This under part exactly impinged
upon the ulnar nerve; he had often found his studs in the
way when writing and had reproved his shirt maker for
putting the stud holes in such an inconvenient position. It
seemed difficult not to connect the stud with the swelling on
the nerve, and this with his difficulty in writing and the
great irritability of his interosseous muscle. This gentle-
man had been advised to abandon his business, and had
worn a seton in the back of his neck. He had rubbed in
belladonna until his pupils had become dilated and had
tried every form of galvanism, as well as Turkish baths and
Swedish gymnastics. He had taken ergot, bromide, and
strychnine. I advised him to abandon his sleeve studs,
to leave off writing for a time, since other muscles showed
signs of irritability, and to apply blisters to the seat of the
swelling. When last I saw him (February, 1878) he was
somewhat better. The swelling over the ulnar nerve had
disappeared; the exalted irritability of his interosseus
muscle, though still present, was less marked; and his hand
writing had undergone some slight improvement.
In previous writings on this subject I have spoken of
writers cramp as a " fatigue disease," and as due to a condi-
tion of irritable weakness in certain muscles, generally
brought on by overwork, but occasionally by other causes
also. The word muscle must be understood to be a clinical
expression, for the muscle with its motor nerve. I am in-
clined to adhere to the word "fatigue" as a convenient
expression for an easily recognisable and familiar condition
of whose pathology we are uncertain. I am inclined to
think, however, that occasionally "fatigue" is the expres-
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sion of hypersemia or mild inflammation of a motor nerve,
and that a similar condition of " muscle " may be produced
by overwork or by accidental causes, such as cold, strain,
"rheumatism," or injury. In this way we reconcile the
two classes of writers cramp, that in which there is a history
of overwork, and that in which there is not.
The law of fatigue, as enunciated by Professor Haughton,
is "when the same muscle or group of muscles is kept in
constant action until fatigue sets in, the total work done
multiplied by the rate of work done is constant."
Now we have seen that fatigue especially attacks those
muscles which are subjected to prolonged strain (in which
the rate of work done is at a maximum), and I believe that
the relative frequency of "writers cramp" as compared
with other professional ailments is due to the fact that a
prolonged strain of certain muscles (those of prehension and
steadying) is inseparable from the act of writing.
If I were asked to assign to writers cramp its proper
position in the catalogue of diseases I should couple it with
neuralgia; that is with a disease, all the phenomena of
which are local, but the local phenomena of which we
recognise as being due, not only to conditions affecting the
sensory area involved, but also to molecular change affect-
ing any part of the sensory fibre, whether before or after its
junction with its nerve centre.
With regard to the treatment of impaired writing power,
it must be borne in mind that we are dealing only with a
symptom of disease, and that, if we wish to alleviate the
troubles of the patient, an accurate diagnosis of the cause is
first of all necessary. I have known a patient with a simple
paralysis of the hand warned on no account to touch a pen,
a piece of advice which did him probably no good, and which
caused him a large amount of inconvenience and mental
worry. I have given the details of another case in which the
patient wore a seton in his neck to cure a lesion situated an
inch above his wrist joint. These examples are enough to
show that a careful study of each individual case, with a
view to exact diagnosis, is very necessary.
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In paralytic cases the indications for treatment are
three-fold:
1. To favour the healing of the lesion.
2. To preserve the nutrition of the paralytic muscles.
3. To force, as it were, the passage of the lesion for the
mental stimulus.
The first indication, if the case do not come within the
province of the surgeon, may be met by the exhibition of
tonics, or perhaps of iodide of potassium, and possibly by the
employment of counter-irritation.
For the fulfilment of the second object we must, above all
things, promote nutrition by warmth, friction, baths, douches,
and passive movement of the muscles, and as a further help,
we may call in the aid of electricity, employing that current
to which the muscles most readily respond, which in most
cases is the galvanic.
To effect the third object of treatment we must incite the
patient to make a moderate use of voluntary effort, and tell
him to try his best to move the paralysed parts. We may
also do something by passing a galvanic current through the
nerve from a point above the lesion to the paralysed muscles.
If the impaired writing power be caused by definite and
widespread spasm, we must first ascertain whether any
muscle or group of muscles is the seat of paresis or paralysis,
and is thus indirectly causing the spasm by its failure to
antagonise. These paralysed muscles must receive the
treatment recommended for the previous group of cases. If
there be contracture of any of the muscles, then steady
extension by means of a suitable apparatus may be tried (as
in Case 7). Any work which involves a great effort to steady
the limb must be absolutely prohibited, otherwise the spasm
will undergo a steady growth and extension. Sleep must be
encouraged by the exhibition of bromides; and the excessive
use of nervine stimulants must be forbidden. Lastly, the
galvanic current combined with a rhythmical exercise of
the affected muscles is to be employed, This method of
treatment I have found of some service, Nos. 7 and 8 were
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slightly benefited (there was reason to believe that No. 8
did not always take the trouble to exercise a maximum
amount of control over his limb); No. 9, although congenital
in its origin, was benefited most markedly, and the patient
having purchased a battery for himself, found that when he
was accidently prevented from using it, his symptoms
returned; No. 11 was most markedly benefited.' I have
employed hypodermic injections of morphia and atropine,
but without any obvious results.
In the treatment of the degenerative group it is, of course,
important to recognise the fact that the loss of writing power
is probably only the first symptom of a degenerative change,
which may eventually be more or less widely spread. It is
needless to put any very rigid restrictions on the patient as
to writing. He should be told to look upon his trouble as a
warning to take life more easily than, probably, he has
hitherto done. Careful search is to be made for evidence of
gout, or for renal, vascular, or cardiac degeneration.
The treatment of the neuralgic or neuritic group must be
directed to the constitutional condition as much as to the
local trouble. We must see that the patient is removed
from causes of physical overwork or mental worry. Absolute
rest for the damaged limb is necessary, but in prescribing
this we have to guard, especially with women, against
engendering, by enforced idleness, a morbid habit of mind.
We must search for and treat ansemia, gout, rheumatism,
and sleeplessness, and see that the patient's surroundings
are all conducive to health. Much can be done by local
treatment such as friction, local vapour baths, and stimu-
lating applications. We must be careful that friction, espe-
cially if carried out by professional shampooers, is neither too
severe nor too prolonged; if the nerve trunks be tender they
should be blistered or painted with iodine, a mode of treat-
ment which rarely fails to give relief. A course of warm
bathing at Bath, or still better, at some elevated health-
resort, such as St. Moritz, in the Engadine, is likely to be
1 See ' Practitioner,' vols. x and xi, 1873.
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of great service. I have never seen any decided benefit from
the application of electricity in these cases, the patients are
rarely able to tolerate its application. The course of these
cases is very chronic, but if the patient be young, I believe
recovery to be the rule.
Lastly, as to the treatment of that group which includes
the cases we have, mainly by a process of exclusion, called
true writer's cramp, The first indication is to obtain rest,
not only for the damaged member, but also for the mind
and body of its owner. No treatment is of much service if
the patient cannot get rest, and the man whose hand has once
broken down from overwork must be warned of the necessity
of providing at all costs against overwork in the future.
Great good is often done by explaining the cause and
nature of his complaint to the patient and I have more than
once succeeded in relieving a sufferer of a load of mental
anxiety by demonstrating to him that some of his hand-
muscles were, so to say, out of gear, and that his malady
was in great part at least, merely local. A right hand that
refuses to obey the will is to a man of energy, and these
patients are mostly men of energy, an annoyance which can
scarcely be exaggerated. One of my patients was meditat-
ing suicide. Another had in a moment of passion stabbed
himself in the right wrist, aud others had conceived the
idea that the faltering hand was the prelude of insanity.
The general health must, of course, receive careful atten-
tion, for in many of these patients it was observed that any
failure of health, even a passing cold, " flew to the writing."
Mental worry and sleeplessness may be relieved by bromide.
If the trouble has been definitely brought on by overwork
a rest from the special work is generally sufficient in the
early stages of the disease to insure a rapid recovery. A
medical friend of mine had symptoms of writers cramp from
writing short hand. He has given up short hand and has
had no more trouble. Another friend, a journalist, has
found it advisable to abandon the use of steel pens. A
third, an architect, got definite symptoms of writer's cramp
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from working excessively, using a hard pencil with great
pressure, at the details of an architectural drawing. He
left his work and went to Switzerland for six weeks, where
he worked very hard at mountaineering. On his return he
was no better, but six weeks later, when presumably he had
recovered from the excessive fatigues of his Swiss tour, his
hand got quite well and has never troubled him since, for
like a sensible man he is careful not to overtax it.
There is, I think, no harm in permitting a moderate use
of the left hand to relieve the right.
If the patient neglect the early symptoms of his trouble,
recovery is not so easy, and it may be necessary to adopt
some measures to aid nature. One of the most useful aids
is, I have no doubt, the rhythmical exercise of the affected
muscles. The muscles have become fatigued because the
periods of their contraction have been out of. all proportion
to the periods of relaxation. Properly regulated exercise of
function seems to be able to restore the tone of these
muscles better than absolute rest, and the patient should be
shown how to exercise them slowly, rhythmically, and
methodically. This he should do once or twice daily, and
should be warned not to fatigue himself with his treatment.
Friction of the muscles with a slightly stimulating liniment
is of decided service in restoring the irritability of the
damaged muscles. I have seen the greatest good result
from combining the galvanic current with rhythmical exer-
cise in the manner detailed in my text-book of electricity.
My belief is that the application of the current causes an
afflux of blood to the muscle (the skin over it is certainly
reddened), and that the well-regulated exercise of the
muscle while it is in this condition has the effect of improv-
ing its nutrition. The application generally relieves the
sense of fatigue effectually and at once. I have only had
an opportunity of knowing the effects of this treatment in a
few cases, but I may point to Nos. 51, 52, 57, 58, 59, 64,
65, as cases in which the benefit of this mode of treatment
was so marked as to leave no reasonable grounds for doubt-
ing its efficacy.
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I have used injections of atropine and morphia occasion-
ally, but without any decided results. If any nerve trunks
be tender a blister should be applied over them. Of the
utility of this method of treatment I have no doubt.
Since the chief cause of writer's cramp is, I believe, the
proloinged strain to which certain muscles are subjected, I
scarcely ever recommend any mechanical contrivance for
holding the pen. It is impossible to steady a pen for
writing without throwing certain muscles into prolonged
action, and the most that a mechanical contrivance can do
is to throw the strain from one set of muscles on to another.
By holding his pen in different positions the patient
manages for a time to shift the strain of writing, but he
generally finds that each fresh group of muscles soon gives
out. Whether he hold his pen like a baton, or interlace it
among his fingers, or have it strapped to one finger or to
the arm the strain must come somewhere, and he finds that
the flexors of the fingers, the extensors of the wrist and
fingers, and even the biceps, triceps, or deltoid, soon give
out as the -first dorsal interosseus or the extensors of the
thumb have given out before them. The patient should be
warned that the persistent use of mechanical contrivances is
a delusion and a snare, and that by employing them he is
following that course which will end in the extension of his
trouble.
If such contrivances be used only for the execution of
small and occasional pieces of writing they may then be
employed. We have alluded to one patient who could
write only when his wrist was bound to the desk by a
restraining band. Others can write better on sloping than
on fiat surfaces, or vice versa. A penholder of large
diameter, soft quill or vulcanite pens, or pens with recurved
nibs may give some increased facility. I have recom-
mended a wooden ball as big as a billiard ball for a pen-
bolder, and if this ball be perforated to receive pegs in
various positions, an almost endless variety of methods of
pen prehension may be obtained. If the chief trouble be an
obstinate rotation inwards of the pen by the constant
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flexion of the thumb, then a penholder furnished with a
freely movable rotating ring so that this ring may rotate
instead of the pen itself will be found useful. It is always
necessary to study the case carefully, and to make out accu-
rately the cause of failure, before recommending this or
that mechanical contrivance.
There is one mechanical contrivance for writing which is
not open to the objections mentioned above, inasmuch as it
entails no prolonged strain upon any of the muscles. This
is the American type-writer, a machine which is worked by
keys like a piano. This machine may be safely recommended
to those who can afford to buy it; its only drawback is its
noisy action.
Of all cases of writer's cramp those which are the most
difficult to treat are the hereditary cases, or those which
have arisen from some cause, such as cold or strain, other
than overwork. My experience has been that such cases
prove very unyielding to therapeutic measures.
In conclusion, I have to thank many of my colleagues and
others for giving me an opportunity of examining several of
the cases which are the subject of this paper. My thanks
are espebially due to Dr. Russell Reynolds.
VOL. LXI. 10
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATE XI.
Cases of Writer's Cramp. (Dr. Poore.)
FIG. 1. Method of pen prehension. Case 19. Fibrillary tremor
of first right dorsal interosseous. (See p. 124.)
FIG. 2. Use of protracting scale and " pricker." (See p. 129.)
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